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Hello friends, I’m Tara Beaver Coronado. I’m
a 28-year-old female farmer from Northern
California and owner of Beaver Vineyards.
I grew up the daughter of a grain farmer in the
Sacramento River Delta. Growing up, I had the
most amazing childhood, but I never considered
being a farmer. I became a nanny and absolutely
loved working with kids, which is why I thought
one day I would become a teacher. In the fall of
2014, I had a two-week vacation from work, so I
decided to go and help my dad harvest corn. Those
two weeks forever changed my life. There was a
feeling in my soul I could not ignore. I immediately
put in a notice at my job and moved home to start
working on the family farm on February 1, 2015.
My parents told me if I wanted to farm I needed to
find something more lucrative than grain farming.
That’s when I began the search for what I wanted to
do. I joined a program called California Farm Academy
that opened my eyes to so many different possibilities.
I ended the program with a business plan entitled,
“Beaver Vineyards — 50 Acres of Wine Grapes.”
I spent all of 2016 working full time while
commuting an hour and a half to Napa Valley
Community College so I could attend their viticulture
program. I wanted to learn as much about viticulture
as I could. By 2017 I had a contract with Gallo Winery
for 50 acres of Sauvignon Blanc, and on April 23, 2018
I saw my dream become a reality. Just two days after
my wedding, 50 acres of wine grapes were planted in
my parent’s backyard and Beaver Vineyards was real.
Outside of farming, I’m finding joy in learning
about homesteading. This year I planted my very first
garden, and it has been a learning experience! I’m also
a bonafide crazy chicken lady. I haven’t had chickens
for that long, but I’m in love. There’s just something
about hearing my rooster crow in the morning and
seeing my chickens run around the orchard looking
for bugs. I’ve also rescued some chickens from
an egg factory and that has been an eye-opening
experience. I hope to rescue more in the future.
I’ve learned that tomorrow isn’t guaranteed,
so live your life to the fullest today. I’m a mental
health advocate just as much as I’m an AGvocate.
I live in the middle of a pear orchard. I have
three dogs, three cats, a few chickens, and an
amazing husband that goes along with it.
Thank you so much for taking the time to learn a
little bit about me and I hope we can connect some day!
Follow Tara Beaver Coronado at:
Instagram @beavervineyards
YouTube Beaver Vineyards
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1. Our winter triticale standing as a new storm comes in.
2. On a land leveling job for my dad. Standing with our
New Holland T9.450.
3. Holding one of my hens that was rescued by Hen Harbor,
from an egg factory. I adopted them and hope to get more
in the future.
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1. Pruning my vineyard for the first time.
2. Visiting Boeger Winery.
3. I love having farm fresh eggs daily!
4. The rescue hens growing back their
feathers and living the good life.
5. Learning how to can tomatoes with my
mom and grandma.
6. Beau, our handsome Black Copper Marans
rooster.
7. Royal, my loving black Lab that I lost
last September.
8. Visiting Boeger Winery. White wine grapes.
9. My vineyard growing only a couple
of months after being planted.
10. My first-ever dahlias. I'm officially obsessed.
11. Beau watching over his ladies while they
munch on bugs in the orchard.
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a letter to readers

FROM THE

EDITOR

With winter and the holidays
now creeping up, I would like
to share with you some of my
favorite holiday memories.

Christmas has always been a
special time for my family and me.
The holiday season officially began
the first Saturday in December.
My dad, mom, sister, brother, and
I would travel to our favorite tree
farm and tromp through what,
some years, was feet of snow, to
find that perfect tree. After much
deliberation, we finally would
decide which tree was coming
to spend Christmas with us.
Once we got the beauty home,
I remember it wasn’t always the
happiest of times for my parents —
from cutting the bottom off at the
right length so it would fit in the
house, to getting it to stand straight
in the tree stand, then putting
the lights on (hopefully they all
worked!). It all broadened my
vocabulary but of course I couldn’t
say any of those new words as
a kid!

After the lights were on, the
fun began. With Christmas music
playing, we enjoyed opening all
the boxes of decorations while
my mom would tell the story
of which ornament was passed
down from whom (her mother,
grandmother, great-grandmother,
etc.). There were several that us
kids made at school and a few
that had been store-bought. All
of those ornaments are still with
us today and I enjoy seeing them
each year on my parents’ tree.
One thing that is strangely only
brought out at Christmastime
is a little red velvet box that is
always kept with the ornaments.
Inside that little box is written,
“Ann’s first haircut, 5/6/75” and
sure enough, there is a lock of my
blonde hair from way back then!
In 1971, my dad bought my mom
a new dress as a Christmas gift.
Every Christmas since then, she
wears this same dress. It’s a bit out
of date of course, but it’s one of

HAVE AN IDEA OR STORY TO SHARE, A
QUESTION TO ASK, PERHAPS AN ANSWER TO
A QUESTION? WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU!

the many traditions that has been
carried on through the years.
These are just a few special
memories that I wanted to share
to get you in the holiday spirit.
In this issue, I have included
several winter-related articles as
well as some fun holiday projects
you can tackle in your spare time,
if you are lucky enough to find
some. I hope you enjoy this issue
and I wish you all a very safe,
healthy, and happy holiday season!

Ann Tom

Editor, Countryside

Countryside Editor Letter
P.O. Box 566
Medford, WI 54451
Or email: editor@countrysidemag.com

Country Conversation & Feedback

Contact us at: P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451; editor@countrysidemag.com

Grocery Delivery
As I read the state newspaper, a headline
caught my eye: “Walmart to deliver into
refrigerators.” It awakened a memory of
a conversation I had with a friend whose
father owned a grocery store in Concord,
North Carolina in the 40s and 50s. Concord
was a mill town; most folks were working
during the day. No one locked their
doors. Grocery delivery was common.
My friend mentioned the requirements for
hiring delivery people. They had to be able to
drive a four-on-the-floor pickup, lift and carry a
five-gallon can of kerosene, and kill a chicken.
The delivery man carried the groceries
into the house, set them on the kitchen
table, put the perishables into the cooler or
refrigerator, picked up next week’s shopping
list, and left, making sure the door was
closed and the cat hadn’t gotten out.
If a dead chicken had been ordered, he had
to wring a live chicken’s neck and put the
bird into the sink. If a live chicken had been
ordered, he tied a string around a leg and
fastened it to something on the back porch.
The newspaper article also said employees
“will also go through an extensive
training program” for the job. I wonder
if it will include killing chickens.
— Don Greenland
Downhill Farm, Arkansas
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Opportunist Volunteers
We have some beautiful zucchini and tomato plants
that have decided to grow out of one of our composting
bins. I call them Opportunist Volunteers. Rather than
cut them down, we've decided to let them grow and
we'll harvest their produce. With all that compost
to nourish them, I expect they will taste great!
We love Countryside magazine and
look forward to every issue.
— Michael Aron

"There is no conversation more boring than the one where everybody agrees." — Michel de Montaigne

Hotter'n a July Hay Day

Spicy Pretzels
I just wanted to share a recipe that my
family enjoys. When I make this, we usually
finish the whole serving in one sitting.
Spicy Pretzels
1/2 cup oil
1/2 tsp. cayenne powder
1/2 tsp. garlic powder
1/4 tsp. lemon pepper seasoning
1 packet dry ranch salad dressing seasoning
1 lb. bag stick pretzels or tiny twists
1. Preheat oven to 200 degrees F.
2. Mix oil and dry seasonings together and stir well.
3. Dump pretzels in bowl and pour sauce
slowly over pretzels, stirring well.
4. Place on cookie sheet and bake for 45
minutes, stirring every 15 minutes.
5. Cool and place in an airtight container.
Enjoy!

How hot is it? It’s hotter than sitting in the
backseat of 1960 Chevy in the middle of July. I
did my time. My folks would take a meaningless
trip to nowhere just so we could all cool off.
We’d load up in the car and off we’d go with all
four windows down and both front window wings
wide open. There was so much wind turbulence
inside the car we couldn't hear each other talk
and sis’s long blond locks whipped everywhere
in that backseat. We would fly our hands like an
airplane out the window until we’d meet a car or
an ash from dad’s cigarette went into our eyes or
a bumblebee bounced off our forearm. We didn’t
know what air conditioning was back when I was
a kid, yet they still called them the good old days.
Sometimes during school it would be so hot in
the spring and the fall that sweat would drip off
the end of my nose and onto my school paper.
School never “let out” due to heat nor did we get
a break in the spring or in the fall; our teacher just
handed out salt tablets and allowed more trips
to the water fountain. Back in those days folks
stayed outside until it cooled down inside, unlike
today, where folks stay inside until it cools down
outside. In our house there was only one box fan
in a window and we worshiped that fan like a
golden ox and during those hot summer nights
everyone slept in one room in front of the fan.
Today folks appreciate the beauty in a sunrise and
a sunset, but on the farm, so many years ago, a hot
July sunrise meant the beginning of a day making
hay and a sultry summer sunset meant quitting
time and quick dip in the pond. If you have spent
an afternoon stacking hay in the mow of a barn
when it’s 100 degrees outside and your eyes have
felt the sting of sweat, then you will agree with me
when I say that one of the most beautiful sights
in a country summer scene is watching the last
bale of hay move ever so slowly up a rickety old
elevator and through a small square hole in a barn.
That is what we called having a July Hay Day!
— Rick Friday

— Diana Johnson
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conversation

My Memoir is the "Key to
Heaven's Bounty" (A true story)
"Imagination is more important than
knowledge. Knowledge is limited whereas
imagination embraces the whole world"
— Albert Einstein
My great granddaughter was seven years old
when her great-great grandmother died at the age of
99. She was devastated. One day she was out in her
playhouse by herself. I went out to see if she was okay.
She was holding an old phone in her hands. She said,
“Grandma, what is the telephone number for Heaven?
I have to call Grandma Taylor.” Without thinking twice,
the word “LOVE” popped out of my mouth. I spelled
L-O-V-E. She dialed the numbers 5-6-8-3. I thought,
“This is something!” I picked up a piece of paper
and a pencil off the floor and began writing down
this one-sided conversation from Earth to Heaven.

“Hello, I am calling for Gladys Taylor.” She turned
to me with a smile and said, “It is a man. He says he
will go get her.” A few seconds later, she joyfully said,
“Hello Grandma! How are you? I have missed you!
What are you doing? Playing checkers? Who are you
playing with? A friend. What is his name? Oh, her
name is Violet. Do you have your wings yet? How
long did it take? Three weeks! Grandma, how do I
get ahold of you if I need you?” A long pause, then
she said, “COOL! Oh I am sorry, they do not use that
word in Heaven. Thank you Grandma, I love you!”
She hung up the phone and we went back in the
house. I said, “What did your grandma say when
you asked her how to get ahold of her if you needed
her?” She said, “Grandma said there is a lake in
Heaven. She will tie a string to a key and drop it into
the water. Then where ever I am I can reach her.” I
asked her, “How did you know to call Heaven?” She
said, “Oh Grandma, big people do not know how,
only children do. They use their imagination.”
— Pauline McKenzie, Florida

Season's Bleatings from
the Young Family!
Here are some pictures from our little
homestead. We sure love your magazine and
all the helpful articles in it. We have goats,
chickens, and bees so most of the articles
apply right to us. We love your magazine!
— Shelly Young
Marvin Bunch, Missouri

“Always really enjoy the
Countryside articles!”
— Lou Mosier
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Story Telling is a Way to Preserve Memories
Growing up on the shores of Lake Michigan, you eat a TON of
salmon. My grandpa was a great fisherman. I would wait for him on
the weekends to roar into our gravel driveway with his red pickup
truck, the day’s fresh catch sloshing in the beat-up cooler. “I caught
ones bigger than you!” He would gruff as he held stiff cold fish
next to me for size comparison with one eye squinting, laughing
from the bottom of his belly.
My eyes would get as big as saucers, gazing at the rainbows
that danced on their silver skin. My dad would quickly fillet them
as I watched. I have never been squeamish and was fascinated
by the biology of it all.
My mother canned everything we could harvest from the land and
sea (lake). She made me promise to make it VERY clear that this recipe
is for pressure cooker canning only! Warm bath method will not
work. It makes the BEST salmon patties in the world! I loved recalling
these memories, it touches on so many people I have love dearly.
— Amy Zimmer

countryside

::

Canned Fish
Recipe makes one pint
Pint Jar
1 tablespoon vegetable oil (optional)
1 tablespoon ketchup
2 teaspoons vinegar
2 teaspoons lemon juice
1 teaspoon salt
Fresh salmon
Fill pint jar with fish within one
inch of the top. Don’t add any
water to it at all. Process for 90
minutes at 10# of pressure.

question of the month

IN THE JULY/AUGUST ISSUE WE ASKED:

WHAT GARDENING
BLUNDERS HAVE YOU
LEARNED THE HARD WAY?

The Locals
We live in the middle of 42 acres, which lies in the
center of 300 acres of woods. One fall my husband,
Gary, dug up all of our rutabagas and left them in a
pile. Rain came for a week, then the sun for two weeks.
Gary told me to take the veggies and put them in
the cellar when I got home from work one afternoon.
However, we made a big mistake in not having a
fence around the garden as the rutabagas were gone
and the garden was covered in moose tracks.
— Helen and Gary Smith, Maine
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NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
QUESTION OF THE MONTH
HOLIDAY TRADITIONS
The holiday season is a joyous time of year.
A time spent with family and friends. My
family and I have several holiday traditions
that have lived on for many years.

What are your favorite
holiday traditions?
Send your comments to:
Countryside Editor
P.O. Box 566,
Medford, WI 54451
Or email to: editor@countrysidemag.com

Triple Play
Limited Collector’s
Edition

Three knives. ONE amazing price!
Originally $249. Limited time
special offer ONLY $69!

Not shown
actual size.

TAKE 72%
!
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When you use your
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ooking for a knife that’s a cut above? We can do you
two better. The Triple Play Knife Collection gives you
three different styles of hunting blades for one unbelievably
amazing price of just $69. Because serious hunters know that
sometimes one knife isn’t enough, and so do serious collectors.
All three blades in the Triple Play Knife Collection are made
with genuine 440A stainless steel and measure an impressive
52-58 on the Rockwell scale for hardness. There’s the reliable
lockback blade, designed to open up and never let you down.
The two-blade trapper knife, engineered for those who trap
small game, and a solid, simple, fine fixed blade measuring
9" in overall length, and the antler-textured handles on every
knife complete the expert hunter look.
With all three blades along with a decorative display box
priced at just $69, this is some big collectible prey worth
hunting down. This deal truly is a cut above.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back. Try out the
Triple Play Knife Collection or 30 days. If it doesn't make
the cut, send it back for a full refund of the item price.
Limited Reserves. We only have 850 available for this ad
only at this incredible price. Call today!

“First off, the shipping was fast
and the quality is beyond what
I paid for the knife. Overall
I am a satisfied customer!”
— D., Houston, Texas

Triple Play Knife Collection $249*

Offer Code Price Only $69 + S&P Save $180

1-800-333-2045

Your Insider Offer Code: TPK137-01
You must use the insider offer code to get our special price.
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California residents, please call 1-800-333-2045 regarding
Proposition 65 regulations before purchasing this product.

• 3-piece set: 9" overall fixed knife with 5" blade; 4 ¹⁄8" trapper knife with two 3 ³⁄8" blades; 4" overall
lockback knife with 3" blade • Stainless steel blades with antler patterned resin handle • Comes in decorative display box

Stauer… Afford the Extraordinary.®
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Best
Heating
Sources
FOR THE
HOMESTEAD
BY REBECCA SANDERSON

Propane tank. Photo by Dixie Dalrymple.

W

ITH THE WEATHER COOLING down, it
is time to review our home heating options.
You probably already have a heating
system in place for your home, but is it actually
heating your home to the extent that you need?
Many traditional heating systems actually lose a lot
of heat to the environment. Is yours
one of them? Does your heating
system give heat to all the rooms in
your house that you need it to?
While the best time to decide what
type of heating system you want
is when you are building a home,
there are many ways to modify a
home or use what you have in place
while changing the base method of
heat. There is no single best method
of home heat. A lot of variables
come into play such as where you
live (urban vs. rural), climate, home
layout, what you are willing to do
(feed the fire in the middle of the
night), and current fuel prices.

with wood (chopping, stacking, building the fire),
increased air pollution regulations in some areas, and
the fact that wood heat got a bad name for a while as
being very inefficient. It is true that most traditional
fireplaces and even many older wood stoves are
incredibly inefficient, even as little as 5%! That means
that only 5% of the heat generated
by the burning wood actually helps
heat your home. The rest is lost up the
chimney. However, modern stoves and
fireplace inserts can have as high as
80% heat efficiency. The single greatest
benefit of wood heat is that it still
works if the power goes off. Few other
heating methods use zero electricity.
Whether or not a wood stove heats
your home well depends on the layout
of your home. If your home is open
with the stove near the center, then
it will work well. However, closing a
door means that no heat gets to the
closed off room. Installation costs for
a wood stove vary considerably, but
they are usually lower than many
other heating options. A typical home in the U.S.
would use around four cords of wood in a winter.

As far as home
heating options
go, electricity
is not very
economical. It
tends to be the
most expensive
option.

WOOD HEAT
Wood heat is the most traditional home heating
option. However, less than 2% of Americans primarily
heat their homes with wood ("Average Consumer
Prices and Expenditures for Heating Fuels During
the Winter", 2018), and that percentage continues
to drop. There are many factors contributing to this
decline, some of which being the labor behind heating
18 || COUNTRYSIDE & SMALL STOCK JOURNAL

PELLET STOVE
The pellet stove gave a solution to multiple problems.
The first problem: people don’t like waking up in
the middle of the night to feed the fire. With a pellet
stove, they fill the reservoir and enjoy steady heat for

“What good is the warmth of summer, without the cold of winter to give it sweetness.” — John Steinbeck

a whole day or more. Pellet stoves
also gave an alternative to the
heavy pollution being given off
by sawmills burning the leftover
sawdust. That dust can now be
compressed into pellets and sold
as fuel that heats a home. It still
creates air pollution, but it is not
being wasted. Pellet stoves can
be temperature controlled via
thermostats, unlike wood stoves.
They also have the downside of
needing to be near the center of a
home to provide heat throughout.
However, they are cleaner and
easier to care for. They cost a little
more than wood stoves to install,
and they do require electricity to
run. Pellets can be easily bought,
but the end of winter may face a
shortage of pellets in some areas
of the country. A typical house in
New England can burn five to six
tons of pellets during a winter.
NATURAL GAS
By far, natural gas is the home
heating system of choice in the
U.S. Nearly half of Americans
use natural gas as their primary
heating system. This usually is part
of a forced air system of ducts and
vents. While natural gas is often the
cheapest option for home heat in
most areas, a duct system is often
leaky, allowing much of that heat
to escape into the attic or under the
crawlspace. You can fix this with
insulation and patches. Natural gas
does create air pollution, though
not as much as wood heat. If
your home does not already have
ductwork, the installation can be
costly. Availability of natural gas
depends on where you live. Some
areas have it while others don’t,
and if you live in a rural area, it
might not be an option at all.
PROPANE
Propane is pretty common in
some areas of the U.S., especially
rural areas. As a byproduct of

Propane furnace. Photo by Dixie Dalrymple.

Remember those high heating
bills last winter?
Eliminate your high
heating bills with a
Classic Edge outdoor
wood furnace

THE ULTIMATE WOOD HEAT
• Safer, more convenient wood heat
• Heat multiple buildings
• Endless hot water
• Works with existing heating system
©2019 Central Boiler • ad7549

Outdoor Wood Furnace

CentralBoiler.com

800-248-4681
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refining petroleum, it is currently in
good supply. However, should we
face a petroleum shortage, propane
will also be in short supply. Propane
is cost-efficient and creates little
air pollution. Propane is usually
used in a furnace which may or
may not be connected to a duct
system for heat distribution. Since
propane can be delivered and held
in a tank, you don’t need to be
connected to a line like you would
with most natural gas sources.

Older wood stove. Photo by Dixie Dalrymple.

Pellet stove. Photo by Rebecca Sanderson.

ELECTRICITY
As far as home
heating options go,
electricity is not
very economical.
It tends to be the
most expensive
option. While you
may think that
you are saving the
environment by
not burning fuel,
your electric plant
down the road is
probably burning
fuel, and it may
even be a higher
polluting fuel than
what you would use, like coal.
Within electricity, there are quite
a few options of heat. Baseboard
heat is the more economical of the
electric heat sources and has low
installation costs. Space heaters
can be economical depending on
how they are used. One caution
with space heaters is to make
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sure that your water pipes are
not relying on the normal heating
system to keep from freezing. You
may be comfortable in your room
with the space heater, but your
pipes could be at risk of bursting
if the rest of the house is cold.
GEOTHERMAL
I have to put in a plug for
alternative heating ideas such as
geothermal heat. Geothermal uses
refrigeration technology to heat
your home using
the stable earth
temperature. It
has high upfront
costs, but it has
incredibly little air
pollution and is
very economical
once you get past
the installation.
On average,
geothermal heat
can reduce your
utility bills by
40-60%. This
.
technology also
requires electricity
to circulate the
fluid through pipes
in the ground, drawing out the heat.
There are benefits and drawbacks
to each type of heating fuel. What
may be more helpful is to compare
the cost of heat itself. Below is a
table of sample heating costs in
the New England area. BTUs are
British Thermal Units. A single BTU
is the equivalent heat of lighting

Having an
energy efficient
home will save
money and air
quality above
all other fuel
options

a single match. We will measure
our BTUs in the millions for ease.
What you choose for your
home heating options has many
variables behind what may be
best for your home. You must also
consider your home. There are
many new technologies to research
if you want to learn how to build
an energy efficient home; many
of them can still be implemented
long past the original construction.
Having an energy efficient home
will save money and air quality
above all other fuel options.
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The Answer
“There is definitely a part of you
that is superior to all confusion and
that part is superior to it right now.”
This is one response to a number of
questions asked by a professional
counselor of Vernon Howard. There are
five special letters giving numerous
insightful answers to life’s perplexing
problems. The letters are of a very
lofty nature which will lead you to a
much higher way of living.

Part of a geothermal system. Photo by
Rebecca Sanderson.

Order this booklet by Vernon Howard today!
Send only $5 (Shipping included) to:
New Life • PO Box 2230-AP • Pine AZ 85544

www.anewlife.org

REBECCA SANDERSON grew
up in a very small town in Idaho
with a backyard full of chickens,
goats, sometimes sheep and
ducks, and other random
animals in addition to the cats
and dogs. She is now married
with two little girls and loves the
homesteading life! Her husband
is very supportive (tolerant) of
her continued experiments in
making many items from scratch
and he even helps sometimes.
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HOW TO
KEEP
PIPES
FROM
FREEZING

BY MARISSA AMES
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Y

ou’ve acquired your
dream homestead.
But do you know how
to keep pipes from freezing
and keep your dream from
becoming a winter nightmare?
The painful truth is that even the
strongest material can break or burst.
Water expands slightly at just below 40
degrees F. When it freezes at 32 degrees F,
it expands by 9%. This simple but powerful
force of nature causes potholes in roads
and fissures in rocks. Full pipes have no
room for swelling. Plastic, rubber, and lead
pipes burst; no material is safe. If the pipes
break within a basement or foundation,
houses can flood. Off-grid water systems
are damaged or destroyed. If pipes break
within a home, insurance companies
may cancel coverage and homeowners
may be unable to get reinsured.
But the problem can be prevented with
a little planning ahead and some work.
HOW TO KEEP PIPES FROM FREEZING
Winter happens whether you’re prepared
or not. Do a walk-through of your home,
especially during the first year in a new
house. Look for drafts, unheated spaces,
or bare pipes. Caulk cracks or gaps which
allow cold air to flow over plumbing.
Identify where the water enters the house;
if it comes up near the center, your pipes
are probably fine unless temperatures drop
to arctic numbers. Pipes running along
exterior walls are especially vulnerable.
With enough notice, contractors can
relocate pipes to warmer areas.
When temperatures drop close to
freezing, drain water from outdoor
systems, including pipes and sprinkler
lines. If you are recycling water at home
and do not have a diverter which allows
waste water to once again enter sewer
pipes, completely flush out the system.
Reservoirs such as rain barrels must have
enough space to allow for expansion.
Do not add anything to your water
to keep it from freezing. Antifreeze is

harmful to humans, animals, and landscaping. It’s
better to let your water systems rest for the season.
Disconnect all hoses from faucets and hose bibbs
at the first indication of a frost. Water remaining in
hoses can freeze up the length of the hose and enter
houses, cracking the pipes. Cover the hose bibbs with
commercial insulators or wrap faucets with strips of
old sheets or blankets. Wrap cloth in plastic to keep
it from getting wet. And if your newer hose bibb is
“frost protected,” don’t assume that means you can
keep the hose attached. It means the bibb isn’t as
vulnerable to freezing after the hose is disconnected.
Wrap any pipes located in unheated areas, such
as irrigation pipes at the house’s exterior or where
plumbing enters the
structure. Purchase
foam insulators
and secure with
weatherproof tape.
Or wrap with
several layers of
old blankets. Cover
any outside pipes
with plastic, such
as garbage bags, to
protect them from
rain or snow.
When the weather
turns frigid, pipes
within houses
become vulnerable.
Any supply lines
which are not close
to heaters may freeze
without intervention.
While insulation
may be enough
for some pipes,
others may require
electric “heat cables,” which wrap around the metal
and provide enough warmth to keep water flowing.
Opening cabinet doors allows warm air to circulate
around the plumbing. This is especially necessary in
bathrooms located toward the outer edges of a house.
Small space heaters, placed inside bathrooms or
kitchens, also help. Never leave heaters unattended.
Keep thermostats at the same temperature, night to
day. Allowing the house to cool off at night may save
electricity but it puts you at risk for a costly repair bill.
If you are leaving home during the winter, do not set
thermostats lower than 55 degrees F. Turn off your
water system if you plan to be gone longer than a week.
When weather is really cold, allow indoor

faucets to run at a lukewarm trickle. This keeps
water moving so it does not freeze. Usually only
one faucet is necessary, if it is the one furthest
from where the pipes enter the house, because it
keeps water moving through the entire system.
HOW TO FIX FROZEN PIPES
A sure indication of frozen pipes is water which
refuses to flow. If you turn a faucet on full-strength
and only a trickle comes out, plumbing is probably
frozen where the water enters the house.
First of all, put away that blowtorch. Do
not use open flames to thaw pipes.
Keep the faucet on. Once ice starts to melt, keeping
the pathway open
can use the running
water to melt more
ice. Apply gentle
warmth, such as an
electric heating pad
wrapped around
pipes, a hair dryer,
or a portable space
heater set in front of
a cupboard. Thaw
first at the point
closest to the faucet.
If the faucet has been
left open, you will
hear when water
Photo by Shelley DeDauw.
flows again. Keep
the heat on until full
pressure is restored.
Check other faucets
within the house. If
it’s cold enough to
freeze one, others
might be frozen as
well. Also check for
leaks, in case the water expansion caused cracking.
If the frozen pipes are inaccessible, or if efforts do
not thaw them, call a licensed plumber. Also call a
professional if frozen pipes are next to a gas line, since
heating the pipes could create additional hazards.
Remember that pipes which have frozen once
may be weakened. Plumbers recommend that
those pipes be replaced before the next cold
season. Another freeze could burst them.

Cover the hose bibbs with commercial
insulators or wrap faucets with strips of
old sheets or blankets.

PREVENTING CATASTROPHE
Experienced plumbers in cold climates report that
hot water pipes burst more often than cold water pipes.
This is because the cold system includes the toilet,
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Hot water pipes burst more
often than cold water pipes.
which functions as a pressurerelief device. Water pressure
rises and the ball cock allows a
trickle to leak out of the tank.
Hot water pipes don’t have any
kind of device to leak pressure.
Often, the pipe freezes and bursts
but water doesn’t immediately
flow. After the ice thaws, the water
pressure can surpass 3000psi,
causing extensive damage. Shutting
off the water immediately after
pipes break can prevent flooding.
Do not use electrical equipment to
thaw pipes if any water is leaking.
If temperatures plummeted
while you were on vacation and
you returned to water and ice in
your basement, immediately shut
off the water at the main valve. If
electrical cords are submerged, shut
off power as well. Call plumbers
immediately. If the damage is too
extensive, relocate until pipes are
fixed and heat can be restored.
Sometimes the broken pipe causes
extensive damage. After flushing

Pipes which have frozen
once may be weakened.
Those pipes should be
replaced before the next
cold season.
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out the system until plumbing can
be repaired, first salvage valuable
items. Many treasures can be saved
if they are recovered within 48 hours
of flooding. Collect the water and
eliminate it, whether with buckets
or shop vacuums. Call insurance
companies, which will advise you
on starting claims or scheduling
repairs. Record all damage. You
may need it for the insurance claim.
Get the leak fixed, remembering
to replace any plumbing which
may not have broken but which
may be weakened because of
water pressure or expansion.
Knowing how to keep pipes
from freezing can avoid many
problems. But if pipes do burst,
prevent and repair damage as soon
as possible so you can return to
your warm and dry home.

Editor of Goat Journal and
Backyard Poultry magazines,
Marissa Ames runs a small
homestead in Fallon, Nevada,
where she focuses on saving
and propagating rare breeds of
goats and garden vegetables.
She and her husband, Russ,
travel to Africa where they serve
as agricultural advisors for the
nonprofit I Am Zambia. She spends
her free time eating lunch.
facebook.com/AmesFamilyFarm/
instagram.com/amesfamfarm

“With Safe-Guard® they
bounced back like you’d just
put them on feed.”
Eddie Parker chooses Safe-Guard
dewormer for efficacy and ease of use.

“Switching to
Safe-Guard is one
of the best things
we ever did.”

Eddie had his first bout with resistance when he found
out his endectocide dewormer just wasn’t cutting it.
Two months later, his cattle were still riddled with worms.
So, he treated his cattle with Safe-Guard. Sure enough,
they bounced back. That’s because Safe-Guard acts
fast 1 so cattle can get the most from their feed.

Still have doubts? See the rest of the
story at safeguardworks.com
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information, refer to the product label.
1. Anthelmintic activities of Fenbendazole Against Nematodirus heluetianus in Cattle: Effect on Egg Production, Embryogeny, and Development
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Proven
Protection
Against Night
Predator
Animals

PROVEN
SUCCESS!
Nite•Guard Solar® has been proven effective
in repelling predator animals for the past 22
years. Nite•Guard Solar attacks the deepest
most primal fear of night animals, that of
being discovered. When the sun goes down,
Nite•Guard begins to flash and continues
until sunrise. The simple but
effective fact is that a “flash
of light” is sensed as an eye
and becomes an immediate
threat to most night animals
and they will run away.

{

www.niteguard.com
The World’s Top Selling
Solar Powered Security System

PO Box 274 • Princeton MN 55371

800.328.6647
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The Secret of
Winter Bees vs Summer Bees

W

BY RUSTY BURLEW

E ALL KNOW THAT
female honey bees are
divided into two castes:
workers and queens. Although
they both arise from normal
fertilized eggs, the larvae that
hatch from those eggs are nurtured
differently. By the time they are
adults, workers and queens are
structurally distinct and they serve
different functions in the colony.
Both workers and queens receive
royal jelly for the first few days of
life, then their diets diverge. Worker
larvae receive less royal jelly and
more bee bread, a delicacy derived
from fermented pollen and honey.
Queens, on the other hand, continue
on a diet of royal jelly alone — a
diet, indeed, fit for a queen.
In recent years, many bee
researchers have recognized a third
category of female honey bees.
These bees are so distinct from
their sisters — both in structure
and in function — that some
scientists believe they constitute
a third caste. Beekeepers refer to
them as “winter bees.” Technically,
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they are called diutinus, a Latin
word that means “long-lasting.”
VITELLOGENIN
PROLONGS BEE LIFE
The natural world is filled with
oddly spectacular things, and a
diutinus bee is a good example. To
appreciate how special they are, first
think of a normal honey bee worker.
A normal worker develops
through complete metamorphosis
— egg to adult — in roughly 21
days. Once she emerges as an
adult bee, she will live, on average,
four to six more weeks. This is
completely normal. In nearly all
species of bees, the adult stage is
the same length. It may seem that
honey bees live longer, but that’s
an illusion created by a colony that
constantly replaces its losses. In
reality, the bees you have in August
are not the bees you had in June.
The queen is an exception,
and it’s possible for a queen
to live multiple years, perhaps
five or more. A substance called
vitellogenin is credited with

“Words are like bees — some create honey and others leave a sting.” — Unknown

keeping the queen alive. Vitellogenin
is produced in the fat bodies of bees
and enhances immune function
and increases lifespan. Some call
it a “fountain of youth” for bees.
But another exception to the
short life span — and one that’s
even more mysterious — is the
winter bee. Even though most
workers live only four to six weeks,
diutinus bees survive through
winter, many living six months or
more. These “winter wonders,”
as I like to call them, are the bees
that make colony overwintering
possible. Not surprisingly, their
bodies are loaded with vitellogenin.

nights are worse. Slowly the
bees eat through their food
supply and the winter cluster
struggles to keep warm.
But winter survival is not
even the hard part. The hard
part comes when the colony
must build up its population
for spring nectar flow, pollen
collection, drone rearing,
and possible swarming. Who
does all this work when the
colony is nearly out of pollen?
How do you feed the first
spring brood if there is no
bee bread? The answer lies in
the bodies of winter bees.

BEE LIFE IN WINTER
In winter, egg laying slows
dramatically or stops altogether.
There is no collection of nectar or
pollen. The days are cold and the

BEE BODY STRUCTURE
If you recall, a caste is “a
physically distinct individual
or groups of individuals
specialized to perform certain

Diutinus:
The technical name
for winter bees
that are capable of
surviving the lengthy
period of dormancy in
winter climates, until
new brood-rearing
commences in the
spring, by storing
food reserves in their
fat bodies.

Enter the winter strong with our selection
of supplements and treatments!

FREE
shipping on
most orders
over $150.

Manufacturer Of Quality
Still family
Beekeeping Supplies Since 1976

owned
since 1976.

Check out our new website at millerbeesupply.com.
888-848-5184 • info@millerbeesupply.com

496 Yellow Banks Road, North Wilkesboro, NC 28659
~ Manufacturer Of Quality Beekeeping Supplies Since 1976 ~
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Winter bees and summer bees
look exactly the same on the
outside. The amazing differences
are inside the abdomen. Whereas
the inside of a summer bee is
dark and watery-looking, the
inside of a winter bees is stuffed
with a white, fluffy-looking
substance.
functions.” It is easy to visualize
some of the physical differences
of a queen. She is large with short
wings and a long abdomen, and
she has legs that splay to the side,
spider-fashion. Internally, she
has a spermatheca to store sperm
and an enormous warehouse of
eggs. She appears different from
a worker both inside and out.
Winter bees and summer bees
look exactly the same on the
outside. You cannot look at a
winter bee and recognize her.
But if you were to dissect both a
winter bee and a summer bee, you
would see an amazing difference
inside the abdomen. Whereas the
inside of a summer bee is dark
and watery-looking, the inside
of a winter bee is stuffed with a
white, fluffy-looking substance.
A PROTEIN WAREHOUSE
The white fluffies inside a
winter bee are fat bodies. Fat
bodies perform many functions
related to health and nutrition.
The fat bodies can break down
proteins, carbohydrates, and other
nutrients and reassemble the
components into new chemicals.
In addition, fat bodies produce the
vitellogenin that increases lifespan.
In short, the real treasure trove
of protein in a winter hive is not

found in bee bread or stored in
the comb. Instead, it is stored
in the fat bodies of winter bees.
Because of plentiful fat bodies
and an enlarged hypopharyngeal
gland, a winter bee can secrete
enormous amounts of royal jelly,
even six months after eating any
protein herself. Luckily, the constant
production of vitellogenin keeps
her alive and healthy. Without
winter bees, a colony would
perish before spring build up.
A CHANGE IN FOOD SUPPLY
Just as the quality of food
determines whether an egg becomes
a queen or worker, the quality of
food determines the type of worker
that will develop. In spring, when
pollen is plentiful, summer bees
develop from all the eggs. But in
late summer when the food supply
begins to dwindle, the pollen
becomes scarce and lower in quality.
This deficient diet triggers the
formation of winter bees. It signals
that winter is coming and now is
the time to store protein for spring.
KEEP YOUR WINTER
BEES HEALTHY
Because colony survival is
dependent on winter bee health, it
is important to treat for mites before
winter bees are born. If winter bees
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are infected with varroa mites that
spread viral disease and feed on the
fat bodies, a colony will not make
it through winter. Although the
timing of winter bee development
will vary with the pollen supply in
each region, a good rule of thumb
is to treat for mites by mid-August.
This gives you about 60 days to
grow winter bees before cold
weather curtails brood rearing.
Remember that killing varroa
mites after they have transmitted
disease doesn’t help the bees at all.
Proactive treatment that kills the
mites before they transmit disease
is vital to overwintering success.
A good queen is important,
too, but without healthy winter
bees, the best of queens cannot
sustain a colony. So baby your
winter wonders. Take care
of them. Those protein-filled
abdomens are your only hope
for a crop of spring bees.
RUSTY BURLEW is a master
beekeeper in Washington State
with an undergraduate degree
in agronomic crops and a
master’s degree in environmental
studies with an emphasis on
pollination ecology. Rusty owns
HoneyBeeSuite.com, and is
the director of the Native Bee
Conservancy of Washington State.

BACKYARD BEEKEEPING
ASK THE EXPERT

WAX MOTHS
Mary writes: I think I saw wax
moth larvae on one of my frames.
I am new at beekeeping so I was
unprepared to address the problem
when I opened the hive and saw the
larvae. Any suggestions on what
to do?

Wax moths can certainly be
a nuisance. The good news
is that more often than not, a
strong colony of bees will take
care of them on their own.
First, be certain is it wax moth
larvae? Depending on where
you live, it could have been
small hive beetle, another pest
that can infest beehives in the
southern part of the U.S.
If it is a wax moth, my next
question would be what exactly
did you see? Just one larva? Several
larvae? Was there any damage to
the wax comb? Did you see any
wax moth webbing? If it was just
the one larva and you didn't see any
damage, I'd probably do nothing
other than keep an eye on it during
regular inspections. If, however, you
have a sense it was more than just
an isolated little bugger, you could
consider removing the affected
frame and freezing it or throwing it
away. With either option you should
replace the frame — don't leave a
big open gap! If you decide to freeze
the frame and re-use it, simply

shake all the bees off, place the
entire frame in a freezer overnight,
and replace it the next day. The
freezing will kill any wax moth
larvae and eggs (unfortunately it
will also kill any bee larvae/eggs
on the frame). When you replace
it, the bees will clean it out.
If the infestation is beyond
one or two frames, I'd begin
questioning how strong/healthy
your colony is. The issue may be
bigger than "just" wax moths.
Finally, if you think it was just the
one larva or a small-scale presence
of wax moths, I do not think you
need to go back in the hive before
your next scheduled inspection.
You could wait until your next
inspection and see what things look
like. It's possible the bees will have
dealt with it on their own by then.
However, if you feel it is more
than just a small-scale presence,
you could certainly go in earlier
and do your intervention (freeze
or toss the affected frame).
— Josh Vaisman

Ask the Bee Expert!
Visit backyardbeekeeping.iamcountryside.com and get answers
to your beekeeping challenges through our live interactive chat.
You can also email us at editor@countrysidemag.com or mail your
inquiries to P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451.

FAST FENCE
Info and buy now at

www.electricnets.com
800-356-5458
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GARDENING
FOR
CLIMATE
CHANGE
BY ERIKA JENSEN

Big change in a small space — your own backyard.

I

Xeriscaping allows natural plants to thrive while cutting
back on water use.
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REMEMBER THE YEAR I FOUND DUCKS
swimming in my garden. It had rained hard that
spring, day after day, and the several inches of
standing water provided a warm swimming pool for
the migratory waterfowl. Though the garden eventually
drained out, the soil was compacted and the nitrogen
leached. I also blew my planting window — the
weather turned hot before I could plant spring lovelies
like spinach and snap peas. Welcome to climate change!
Many people consider climate change to be
overwhelming. With huge issues at stake, it’s a
little hard to know where to start. I favor a handson approach because it’s what I’m good at. Luckily,
you can make a difference right in your own
backyard with sustainable gardening practices.
First, look at the big picture of your yard or property.
Just as some people consider the carbon footprint for
various activities, you might consider the footprint
for your property. Which of your gardening practices
sequesters carbon, and which practices release carbon
into the environment? Next, evaluate what you could
do, even in small ways, to shift the balance toward a
more sustainable system. At the same time, you can
also ensure that your garden is healthier and more
resilient to the changes that will come. Far from being
an extra burden, these methods can make you a better
gardener as well as saving time, labor, and money. The
following are a few practical suggestions for things you
can do.

"Big doesn't necessarily mean better. Sunflowers aren't better than violets." — Edna Ferber

Wisconsin gardener, Connie Ramthun,
has created a native plants prairie
surrounding her homestead, which
includes this Russian-style sauna.
Photo by Peter Goodlaxson.

DITCH YOUR LAWN
(OR MOST OF IT)
Together, homeowners “farm”
about 40 million acres of lawn,
making turf grass one of our
biggest crops. Yet lawns use a lot of
resources. The EPA estimates that
the average household uses 320
gallons of water per day, 30% of
which is for outdoor use including
lawns. Lawn chemicals require a
lot of energy to manufacture, and
that releases carbon dioxide into
the environment. Reduce the size
of your lawn to a few key areas,
then plant the rest into a perennial
planting such as a prairie, low
maintenance shrubs and trees, or a no-mow lawn blend. Rural property
owners often spend a lot of time mowing the lawn; planting some of
your lawn into a native plant meadow is a lower maintenance solution.
BUILD A RESILIENT LANDSCAPE
Climate change brings many challenges to gardeners. A few of them
include rising temperatures, pests moving in from warmer weather
areas, and extreme weather events (including both drought and excessive
rainfall). Building a resilient landscape can include low-maintenance plant
selections, planting windbreaks to shelter your home and other buildings,
using mulch to moderate soil temperatures, and creating raised beds with
good drainage and plenty of organic matter.

Mulch can cut down on weeding
chores while adding carbon to the
soil. Photo by Erika Jensen.
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In my garden, I use cover crops like buckwheat to keep
the soil covered and prevent the loss of soil organic matter
through erosion. Photo by Erika Jensen.

SINK SOME CARBON
There are a number of ways to sink (or store) carbon
in your landscape — in the form of soil organic
matter, or vegetation that converts carbon dioxide
to a stable form. Overall, practices that keep the
soil covered with plenty of vegetation will conserve
carbon. A mixed planting of trees, vines, shrubs, and
other perennials will sink much more carbon than
a lawn with a tree or two. If you’re growing your
own food, consider permaculture options that keep
your soil continually covered. Traditionally, many of
our food crops come from annuals like vegetables.
Tillage releases carbon, so till your vegetable garden
once during the beginning of the season, then use
mulch and other materials to keep the weeds down.
Never export valuable organic matter in the form
of lawn clippings or fall leaves. Instead, turn them
into compost and keep the carbon in your garden.
SAVE SOME WATER
Conserve water for its own sake, but also because
it’s tied to energy use — the electricity used to run
your well pump. Depending on where you live, you
might have enough rainwater for your landscape if
you can store it and manage it properly. Look at the
big picture of water use in your homestead, assessing
areas which are poorly drained or areas where you
want more water, like your garden. Consider adding
some elements like rain barrels for water conservation.
Poorly drained areas can become rain gardens. Around
80% of our nation’s water is used in agriculture, so
growing your own food can provide considerable
water savings. Drip irrigation has always been my
favorite way to water, and it provides a cost-effective
way to deliver water right to the plant’s roots.

Rain barrels are a great way to conserve water that can be
used on your garden areas.
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GROW YOUR OWN FOOD
A quarter of the world’s gas emissions come from
producing the food we eat. Agriculture contributes
more to climate change than any other sector, including
energy and transportation. Whether you’re growing for
market, or just for your family, there are many ways to
make your operation more sustainable. Conservation
tillage, cover cropping, lowering or eliminating your
use of synthetic fertilizers are a few of the options.
There are a number of ways to make your garden more
resilient to change. Protect your plants from abrupt
temperature changes with spun poly garden fabrics to
warm the soil, or shade cloth to keep crops cooler. A
small greenhouse can enable you to grow greens and
other crops year-round, except in the most northern
parts of the country. Choose energy efficient ways of
preserving food, such as root cellaring, fermentation,
and dehydrating.

My son shows off our field tunnel, where greens like spinach can be grown year
round. Photo by Erika Jensen.

GET INSPIRED BY YOUR GARDEN
Finally, I’ll ask you to become inspired by your own garden. Let the
work of your own hands teach you how much you can do when you
set your mind to it. Use your newfound energy to inspire those around
you in your community and shine a light on climate change.
RESOURCES
The Climate Friendly
Gardener
ucsusa.org/sites/default/
files/legacy/assets/
documents/food_and_
agriculture/
climate-friendlygardener.pdf
The Carbon Farming
Solution by Eric
Toensmeier
chelseagreen.com/
product/the-carbonfarming-solution/

Seed Company.

a New England Seed Company.

Let us be your
quality farm
and garden
seed provider.

ERIKA JENSEN is a

freelance writer and has
worn many horticultural hats
over the years, from CSA
farmer, to Executive Director
of the Gottfried Prairie and
Arboretum, to a community
garden organizer and
programs director for the
Minnesota State Horticultural
Society. Currently she
lives and gardens in Fond
du Lac, Wisconsin.

conventional, organic,
heirloom, & hybrid
seeds in bulk & packets
for growers of any size.

neseed.com
NESEED East Hartford, CT (800) 825-5477
A NO GMO Seed Company.
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HOW TO ROOT AN

African
Violet
BY BECKY PEDERSON

A

frican violets are easy to grow. Their
flowers are so delicate, ranging in
shades of purple, pink, and white.

You will need:
a clear, glass, juice glass
or a jelly jar of similar size,
and a piece of
aluminum foil.
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To root an African violet, you will need a clear, glass, juice
glass or a jelly jar of similar size and a piece of aluminum foil.
Cut a leaf from the center of a healthy violet. Fill the glass
container with room temperature water. Place the foil over the
top of the glass container. Cut the foil evenly around the glass or
jar. Cut a small slit in the top of the foil. Carefully put the violet
leaf through the slit being sure the stem is well-placed in water.
Place the container on a warm, well-lit window ledge. Do
not put in direct sunlight. A bright, indirect location is best.
In six to eight weeks, roots will have formed and your
new plant will be ready for planting. A clean pot and a
potting soil mix are recommended. Typical houseplant soil
is too heavy, but when mixed with equal parts of coarse
vermiculite and perlite, your African violets will thrive.
Remember to water violets only when the soil feels dry.
To avoid leaf spot, never let your plant sit in water, and use
room temperature to lukewarm water when watering. I feed
my plants every two weeks with water-soluble fertilizer. All it
takes to create a new violet houseplant is a simple cut leaf.

BECKY PEDERSON lives in Wisconsin and is an old-fashioned type
of person who has always cooked and baked all of her goods from
scratch. She’s an avid flower and vegetable gardener who also enjoys
canning, sewing, crocheting, deer hunting, playing her saxophone
(amongst many other instruments), and spending time with her family.

A warm, well-lit area
encourages growth.
Roots should form in
six to eight weeks.

The foil keeps the
cutting secure in the
glass container.

Plant in a clean pot
with a potting soil mix
of soil, vermiculite, and
perlite. Or you can buy
soil that is specifically
for African violets.
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BY JEREMY CHARTIER

D

O YOU NEED A HEATED WATERER FOR CHICKENS?
Water is a critical part of keeping your birds happy,
healthy, and productive. Without it, bad things
happen. When the temperatures fall and water freezes,
your birds will be deprived of one of their most essential
nutrients. This is where a heated waterer comes into play.
WHY WE CARE
Water deprivation used to be considered an acceptable
method of forced molting in the poultry industry. Today, the
industry relies on the more humane method of changing their
lighting scheme to coordinate a unified, flock-wide forced molt.
That being said, depriving a bird of water, either intentionally
or unintentionally, can still cause a bird to go into a molt.
MOLTING
Chickens naturally go into a process called molting
after about 12 months of laying eggs. This process is
characterized as a full stop on egg laying, followed by a
feather tract by feather tract shedding. As each feather set
is shed, a new set of feathers are grown to replace them.
Chickens typically take a month to go through this
process before they start laying again. While they’re taking
a break from laying, they’re also replenishing their stores of
xanthophyll (pronounced Zan-Tho-Phil), which causes the
yellow pigmentation in their skin, legs, and egg yolks.
OUT OF WATER
Accidentally molting your flock during the cold months can
put a damper on your egg production. Losing egg production
during the winter might result in you not seeing any eggs until
spring, depending on the flock, your chicken coop design, and
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"I did not become a vegetarian for my health, I did it for the health of the chickens." — Isaac Bashevis Singer

your local weather. If you planned
on having omelets over the
winter, you’re kind of out of luck.
Like all creatures, chickens
require water to function. Water
deprivation can cause some
severe health issues which,
depending on the frequency,
can range anywhere from a
loss of production to death.

There are commercially available nipple
buckets, even ones with built-in heaters!

WHEN YOU DON’T NEED
A HEATED WATERER
Depending on your chicken
coop design, you may not need a
heated waterer. Does your coop’s
inside temperature get below
freezing? If not, you may not
need a heated waterer. Did you
insulate your coop well enough
that it holds heat? Do you heat
your barn in the winter? These

instances may let you skip using
a heated waterer, but if you start
finding frozen waterers in the
winter, you may want to pick
one up.
HEATED WATERERS
FOR CHICKENS
There are a few commercial
solutions out there for keeping
your water from freezing.
Technology is slowly catching up
to the backyard chicken market,
so keep an eye out for new
products on the shelves of your
local farm supply store. For now,
we have three general types of
heated waterers for chickens.
STEEL HEATER BASES
The old standard heated waterer
has been the tried and true steel

Family-Owned

Made in the USA

Got Safe Heat?

3-Year Warranty

We do.
www.sweeterheater.com
715.651.9757
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pan with a heating element. These heated waterer
bases, or heated stands, are a straightforward and
effective solution. These contraptions are nothing
more than a steel pan with a heating element stuck
inside. You turn the pan upside down, plug it into
an electrical outlet, and set your waterer on top.
CONDUCTION
Conduction bases don’t get all that hot, but
it’s generally recommended not to use a plastic
waterer on top of one, not just because plastic can
melt, but also because plastic is an insulator, not a
conductor. Using steel double-wall chicken waterers
allows the steel on the steel arrangement to conduct
heat better to the water inside the waterer.
DOWNSIDE TO STEEL
Steel heated waterer bases are adequate, but they’re
exposed to lots of moisture by design. Even though
these bases are galvanized for corrosion resistance;
they don’t last all that long. Rust is an issue for sure.
Also, the double-wall galvanized chicken waterers
you typically use in conjunction with them are finicky,
rust just as fast, and still leave a trough of open water
that is easily contaminated. A steel heater base and
double-wall waterer make for an effectively heated
waterer for chickens, but if your coop design allows, I
suggest using a nipple bucket with a heater element.
INTEGRATED PLASTICS
In addition to the standard steel waterer base and
double walled waterer combo, you do have a similar
all-in-one option. Several manufacturers offer a plastic
waterer with a built-in heater element. These plastic
trough style waterers solve the rusting dilemma and
don’t require a separate heated base like the steel
double wall waterers. The bottom section of the waterer
includes a heater element, leaving you the opportunity
to either set it on a platform or hang it in the coop.
The downfall of this design, however, is the
fact that you still have an open trough that can
easily be contaminated. Additionally, many of
these designs require you to turn them upside
down to refill, unlike the convenient lift-top
design of the steel double-walled waterer.
BUCKET HEATERS
If you use a nipple bucket waterer, you’re not out
of luck! You’re a quick Google search away from
several commercially available bucket de-icers. If
you are using a de-icer in a nipple bucket, be sure
it’s a de-icer and not a heating element, because
there are many heaters meant to get the contents
of a bucket hot, which is not what we want. We’re
looking for a unit that lays in the bottom of the
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Several
manufacturers
offer a plastic
waterer with
a built-in heater
element.

bucket and is thermostatically controlled. Be sure
the de-icer you choose is safe for plastic buckets!
HEATED NIPPLE BUCKETS
Being able to keep your nipple buckets through
the winter will give your birds the cleanest water
possible, avoid unnecessary leakage, and should
make your chores simpler. If you haven’t made
a nipple bucket waterer yet, you should! If you
don’t have the time or inclination to do so, there
are commercially available nipple buckets, even
ones with built-in heaters! These kill two birds
with one stone, proverbially speaking of course.
DEALING WITH THE COLD
If you’d rather maintain an ambient temperature
in your coop without too much fuss, I’m a fan of
putting a 250-watt infrared heat lamp in the coop,
attached to a thermostat plug. Be sure that the
thermostat plug (also called a cube) is rated for the
demanding draw of your heat lamp. Otherwise,
you may overload it and cause a fire hazard.
A LITTLE EXTRA
If you’re expecting a cold snap or some very low
temperatures, consider giving your birds a little more
energy before the weather hits. Giving your birds
cracked corn or oatmeal several hours before the
low temperatures hit will give them an extra boost
of energy. That extra boost will help them maintain
their body heat a little easier, which will help them
cope with sudden changes in temperature.
At 12 years old, JEREMY CHARTIER became involved
with his local 4-H group, later joined the local FFA
chapter, and showed livestock until his college years.
After graduating from the Ratcliffe Hicks School of
Agriculture at UConn, he joined University of Maine’s
Poultry Service Provider training program. Today
Jeremy sells started pullets to local backyard farmers,
is still involved with 4-H as a poultry showmanship
judge, and writes about his passion for farming.
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Exploring
How Feed
Affects
Egg Yolk Color
BY DOUG OTTINGER

M

ANY CHICKEN OWNERS KNOW THAT
egg yolk color is heavily influenced
by the feed their birds eat. But do they
really understand how interior egg quality can
be impacted by the feeds the chickens eat? For
instance, most know chickens fed lots of green
feed will produce deeper yellow or orange yolks.
But why? It’s because of high levels of beta
carotene in the green feed. The beta carotene is
processed in the hen’s intestines into a substance
called retinol and then absorbed as vitamin A.
Is there a link between egg yolk color and nutrition?
Color alone is not indicative of an egg’s nutritional
value, but there are substantiated correlations
between hens’ diets and the nutritional content of
the eggs produced. Eggs with deeper yellow yolks
usually have higher levels of vitamin A. Some
studies have also indicated there may be higher
levels of other micronutrients. Past studies indicate
that pasture-raised chickens, which consume much
green feed and produce deeper-colored yolks, may
produce eggs that have lower levels of cholesterol
and contain higher levels of omega-3 fatty acids.
Today, many people view the deeper color, higher
vitamin A content, and potentially higher micronutrient
levels from eggs laid by chickens in a more natural,
open-pasture setting as a better choice for their families.
We live in a time of readily available, commercially
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processed, perfectly balanced feeds. Consequently,
most of us rarely need to think about what to feed
chickens for maximum production or health. We are
even further removed from realizing how certain feeds
can sometimes impact the interior quality of the eggs.
It was only 60 to 70 years ago that many poultry
keepers formulated their own feeds or fed their
birds a mixture of available grain or local gleanings.
This was a time when those who kept poultry were
often aware of how diet could affect egg quality.
Most people today do not mix and formulate
their own feed, but there are a few self-sufficient
homesteaders who still do this. Whether you are like
most and buy the prepared feeds or you are among
that self-sufficient group that sources-out and mixes
homemade poultry feed, what your hens eat can
significantly impact the internal composition and look
of the eggs. Here are a few lesser-known egg facts about
how feedstuffs can affect the interior quality of an egg.
GREEN FEED AND EGG WHITE QUALITY
We normally think of green feeds as producing highquality eggs. However, hens fed excessive amounts
of green feed can produce eggs that contain much
higher levels of thin egg white or albumen. Eggs with
thin or runny whites normally are thought of as lower
quality or being old. Not something to worry about
too much, but if you see this happening (especially if
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you sell the eggs), cut back on the
green feed and it should help.
GREEN FEED, CAROTENES,
AND EGG YOLK COLOR
Green feeds contain beta
carotene which makes yolks
deep yellow or orange. Some
feed manufacturers use natural
substances like marigold extract
to get the same results.
COTTONSEED MEAL AND
DISCOLORED YOLKS
Whole cottonseed and ground
meal are a nutritious feed source
used in many animal feeds,
including dairy rations. The protein
content of cottonseed is high; about
41%. Feed manufacturers, however,
learned many years ago to keep
it out of laying-hen rations or use
it very sparingly. A compound
in the seed, known as gossypol,
causes the egg yolks to turn a
pinkish-red or olive-color after

three to four weeks in refrigerated
storage. Chickens consuming
large amounts of cheeseweed, a
common weed related to cotton,
can also cause the same problem.
While the eggs are reportedly
wholesome and still good to eat,
very few consumers have an ability
to stomach olive-colored egg yolks.

poultry feeds. Used in levels up
to 20% of the total ration, the
dormant, ground acorns caused no
problems, but if the whole acorns
got wet and sprouted, hens that ate
large amounts of them produced
olive-colored or brownish yolks.
Farmers learned to keep laying
hens away from sprouted acorns.

FISH MEAL
Fish meal is a nutritious source
of protein and micronutrients. Use
too much, however, and the eggs
taste like fish. This is another item
that feed manufacturers learned to
use sparingly in laying hen diets.

WHITE CORN AND LIGHTCOLORED MILLETS
Yellow corn is used in most of
the world in poultry diets and
helps contribute to yellow egg
yolk color. However, in areas
where lighter-colored millets are
used as a main ingredient in the
feeds, egg yolks are often a very
pale yellow or almost white.

ACORNS
Rarely used today except by
those who formulate their own
feeds from naturally gleaned
components, acorns contain high
levels of protein. Ground acorns
were used in some regions many
years ago as an ingredient in

PIMIENTO, DRIED RED
PEPPERS, AND ANNATTO
Research done in the early 20th
century showed that hens fed diets
high in powdered pimiento or other
red peppers produced eggs with
red or brownish-red yolks. The
natural pigments in annatto created
orange-red to completely red yolks.
BREED DIFFERENCES
AND DUCK EGGS
Different breeds often process
the same pigments in different
ways as part of their genetic
makeup. Breeds such as Leghorns

Beta carotene
makes yolks deep
yellow or orange.
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living in the same pen with
breeds like Rhode Island Reds
or Marans, and fed the same
diet, will often produce lightercolored yolks than the Rhode
Island Reds or the Marans.
What about duck eggs versus
chicken eggs? Many epicures and
cooks have their preferences for
one or the other in certain dishes
and culinary uses. Duck eggs are
normally thought of as having
deeper-colored yolks, thicker
albumen, and thicker shells.
The eggs also have a protective
waxy coating to protect them
from the elements that make up a
waterfowl’s natural habitat. The
same feed issues that affect the
internal composition of chicken
eggs also affect duck eggs. Egg yolk
color is greatly influenced by the
same pigments in the feed. Shell
quality of both chicken and duck
eggs is highly dependent on making
sure they have a proper calcium and
phosphorus balance in their diets.

Living in a time of readily
available, balanced feeds, few of
us seldom stop and think about
what to feed chickens or other
fowl. We forget how diet may
impact egg quality. Even though
we may not think much about it
anymore, it is still fun to learn how
feeds that poultry eat can affect
the interior quality of the eggs.
DOUG OTTINGER lives in northwest
Minnesota with his wife, Connie.
They raise chickens, ducks, and
geese on their small hobby farm.
Doug's educational background
is in agriculture, with an emphasis
in poultry and avian genetics.
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The
Endangered
Lincoln
Longwool
Sheep
BY ALAN HARMAN

C

ANADIAN KATE MICHALSKA IS
farming the endangered Lincoln Longwool
sheep as a conservation project but
says their meat is lovely and mild to eat.
At first glance, eating a threatened breed seems
counter-intuitive, but Michalska says no way.
“Unless their meat is eaten, and their wool is used,
they will go extinct,” she says.
“So, I have wool processed
into yarn for weavers and
knitters, and roving and raw
wool for spinners. I also sell
sheepskins and meat.”
Michalska and her husband
Andrew have raised Lincoln
Longwools for 20 years at
St. Isidore Farm — named
after the patron saint of
farmers — with its 150 acres
of forest and 54 acres of arable land northwest of
Kingston, Ontario, 165 miles east of Toronto.
The breed can be traced back to the first century
Roman occupation of England when it became the
foundation for all British long wool breeds. It was
illustrated in the Luttrell Psalter, a manuscript,
commissioned by a wealthy landowner in the
first half of the 14th century, and was crossed

with native sheep to produce the Leicester bred.
That was then crossed back with Lincolns to
produce the present-day Lincoln Longwool.
They arrived in Canada in the 1800s and
became firmly established with a reputation
for tolerating cold weather, good mothering of
lambs, and growing superb meat and wool.
They won awards at the 1904
St. Louis World’s Fair and was
one of the most popular breeds
in Ontario in the early 1900s.
The Lincoln is sometimes
called the world's largest sheep
breed. Mature Lincoln rams
weigh from 250 to 350 lbs. and
mature ewes from 200 to 250 lbs.
They are rather rectangular in
form, deep bodied, with great
width. They are straight and
strong in the back and cover thickly as mature sheep.
Over the years, it was refined to produce
lean meat, with lambs maturing slowly
over nine months to about 80 lbs.
The fleece of the Lincoln is carried in heavy lustrous
locks that are often twisted into a spiral near the
end. The staple length is among the longest of all the
breeds, ranging from eight to 15 inches with a yield

The Lincoln
is sometimes called
the world's largest
sheep breed.
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“You can always tell about somebody by the way they put their hands on an animal.” — Betty White
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• 35 lb. min. raw fleece requirement

• Wool & Precious Fiber blends

of 65% to 80%. Lincolns produce
the heaviest and coarsest fleeces
of the long-wooled sheep with
ewe fleeces weighing from 12 to
20 lbs. The wool ranges from 41 to
33.5 microns in fiber diameter.
Michalska knows why the breed
disappeared from Canadian farms
and why it has an opportunity for a
strong commercial return. “I think it
fell out of favor because it is a slowgrowing sheep, so it takes a while
to get to a market weight and wool
went out of fashion for a while with
the advent of synthetics,” she says.
“I think with the slow food
movement, people are beginning
to appreciate the great taste of the
Lincoln meat and are willing to wait
for it. Also, the wool is long and strong
and has a distinctive luster. People
are rediscovering the great properties
of the wool — it makes durable
outerwear, socks, and great rugs.”
Although hardy enough to
survive Canadian winters, there
are thought to be fewer than 100
Lincolns left in the country.
The husband and wife team also
raises an endangered breed of cows
called Lynch Linebacks, a Canadian
landrace originating in Eastern
Ontario. They are thought to have
descended from Gloucester and
Glamorgan cattle, two ancient English
breeds that came to North America
with the first British colonists. Lynch
Linebacks are triple purpose animals
used for dairy, beef, and possessing a
good temperament for use as oxen.
Michalska’s efforts with the
Lincolns and the Lynch Linebacks
are part of a national effort to
preserve heritage breeds as a safety
net, with their genetics possibly
better adapted to climate change
and resistance to diseases.
In 2007, Canada was one of 109
countries to sign the Interlaken
Declaration on Animal Genetic
Resources, an agreement to protect
the world’s livestock biodiversity
for future generations.
Before settling on the Lincoln,
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Michalska did her homework. “I
have always liked sheep and when
my husband and I moved to a farm,
the plan was to have sheep,” she
says. “I was
already a
spinner, so
my natural
interest was
for wool
animals.”
She read
an article in
Harrowsmith
magazine
that reported
the number
of farm
animals in
danger of becoming extinct. “This
seemed less glamorous than whales
and lions but certainly equally
important,” she says. “I looked at
the list of sheep compiled by Rare
Breeds Canada — now Heritage
Livestock Canada — that had
historical significance in Canada
but were becoming very rare.”
She excluded any breed that
was rare in Canada but doing
fairly well in its home country,
such as the Scottish blackface.
“I settled on looking for
Cotswolds and Lincolns.”
Michalska bought her first Lincolns
from Glenn Glaspell in Whitby.

Ont. Glaspell, who died some
years back, farmed 400 acres
in the middle of Whitby, quite
literally surrounded by suburbs.
“The
Lincolns
were a sort
of hobby to
him and he
obviously
enjoyed
showing them
at the Royal
Winter Fair
in Toronto,”
Michalska
says. Then
came
disaster at
St. Isadore Farm. “In January
2015, we had a barn fire and lost
all 28 of our lovely sheep,” she
says. “It was devastating.”
Despite the grief, it was not
long before she realized she
really missed the Lincolns. After
rebuilding the barn, she bought
a ram and five ewes
from Bill Gardhouse of
Schomberg, Ontario,
in the fall of 2015
and started over.
Today her flock is up
to 25 Lincolns — two
mature rams, six young
rams and 17 ewes. The

"I have wool processed
into yarn for weavers
and knitters, and
roving and raw wool
for spinners. I also sell
sheepskins and meat.”

young rams were destined to go
for meat and sheep skins. “I only
want to get to about 40 ewes, but I
am hoping to be able to sell small
groups to others that might be
interested in them,” Michalska says.
She introduces new genetics
by working with other small
breeders in Ontario who have
unrelated Lincolns. “I am looking
to trade a ram,” she says.
Her wool is sold online and
at the annual wool sale held by
the Upper Canada Fibreshed.
“Typically our summers are hotter
in Canada than in the Lincolns'
native UK. As a result, we shear
Lincolns twice a year, in early
spring and fall to prevent the wool
on their backs from felting.”
Michalska says she believes
Bill Gardhouse has the largest
Lincoln flock in Canada. “Bill
farms alone and is getting
older and has had some health
concerns,” she says, “He shows
a lot of animals at the Royal

2

1. A February lamb being dried to prevent chills.
2. Ethel and her twins, born in February, and coated for warmth.
3. Andrew Michalska with lamb.
1
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All photos courtesy of St. Isidore Farm.

3
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3
1. Mobile shelter in place for the sheep.
2. Duncan, the llama, with some of
the Lincolns in January snow.
3. Kate Michalska sorting wool.
All photos courtesy of St. Isidore Farm.

Winter Fair and takes top prizes,
but I know he is cutting back.”
The largest concentration of
Lincolns is still in the UK.
“Bill Gardhouse was over there
a couple of years ago judging
and he was saying that what is
happening here is also happening
there,” Michalska says. “A farmer
has them, dies or gets sick and the
animals are just sold at auction
and those genetics disappear.”
The Lincoln was first imported
into the United States at the close
of the 18th century. It never become
a very popular breed in the U.S.
but has had its importance in
the central states and Idaho and
Oregon, producing purebred,
grade, or crossbred rams for
use on fine-wool range ewes.
National Lincoln Sheep Breeders
Assn. spokeswomen Debbie
Vanderwende says that since Jan.
1, 2013, some 3,683 Lincoln have
been registered by its 121 members.
Michalska says the Lincolns have
a lovely temperament. “When I
purchased my ram, not only was
he gorgeous, he was extremely
good natured, loves to be petted.
Bill Gardhouse described him
as being a gentleman. They are
less skittish than other breeds.
“I love to sit in the pasture
with the lambs,” she says. “They
can be a bit skittish at first, but
they soon come around to nibble
on my clothing or hat.” They
are definitely social animals.
“I took my ram Henri —
pronounced Onree, it’s French
— out of the pen with the ewes
and he had his own pen, but he
began not to do well. He was
not eating much and looked sad,
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so I put him back in with the
ewes that were having lambs.
“That evening twins were born,
and it was not long before they
were jumping off his rather large
back. He was so sweet with them.
His appetite picked right up, and
he looked so much brighter.”
The ewes are easy lambers.
“I have never, in the 20 years I
have had them, had to deliver
a lamb,” Michalska says. “I’ve
delivered a neighbor’s lambs,
but never a Lincoln.”
“Because we want to be able
to shear in the fall, we lamb in
February which can be very cold.
I coat the lambs. I have a camera
in the barn, so I can get up in the
night to check for new arrivals.
“That means a quick dry, sometimes
with a warm blow dryer. It’s
funny to watch the lambs get very
mellow while being dried, then
with warm coats it’s back to mum
for another nice warm drink.”
She gets quite a few people
contacting her asking if they can
visit to see the sheep and she is
considering an open house.
“We rotationally graze our
animals and bring them in at
night to keep them safe from
coyotes,” Michalska says.
“Eastern Ontario is considered
marginal land but having animals
rotationally grazed, has made
a huge difference to the land.
“We have a llama, Duncan who
is well-bonded with the sheep. I
don't know if they don't like the
smell of the llama or his size, but
we have not had difficulty with
coyotes since we got him.”
And that’s vital in the drive to
save the Lincoln Longwools.
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Wintering
Pigs on
Pasture
STORY AND PHOTOS BY
JODI CRONAUER, WHITE BISON FARM

W

HAT COULD BE MORE
fun and exciting than
seeing a group of pasture
piglets running through the warm,
green grass of summer? Not much
in my opinion! But does the thought
of cold weather care make you
want to cringe? Actually, the care
of pasture pigs in winter doesn’t
have to be that hard and shouldn’t
make you reconsider your choices
at all. We are familiar with both
the Idaho pasture pigs and the
Kunekune pigs, but a lot of what
we will discuss will apply to other
breeds of pasture pigs as well.
Probably the most important
aspect for pigs wintering outside
is that they have adequate shelter
and protection from the weather
and cold. We build A-frame houses
made with two sheets of plywood
on the sides and a triangle piece
for the back. We use these same
shelters in the summer months with
no floors so the pigs are able to
stay cool on the dry ground. In the
colder months, we fill the shelters
full of straw or hay bedding to
keep them warm. Five or six of our
full-grown Idaho pasture pigs fit
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comfortably in the A-frame shelters
and they stay very warm and
toasty. Many mornings they will
get up when I feed them and steam
will billow out along with them.
A lot of people think pigs won’t
eat hay, but that is exactly what
our pigs eat all winter. We feed a
combination of alfalfa, clover, and
grass hay. We put a big round bale
or square bale into each pen and it
gives them feed and entertainment
for many weeks (then we replace
it with another one). Remember
most pasture pigs like to graze,
and having the ability to do that
all winter will keep them content
and happy. If you aren’t able to use
in big bales, don’t worry, they will
be happy with a couple sections
of hay each day from a small
bale. This will still give them the
ability to “graze” and give them
the added feed they require. We
do feed a commercial pig feed also
to supplement the minerals that
our ground is deficient in as well
as provide the extra protein they
require during the cold months.
For most people, the “scary”
aspect of winter care is watering

their pigs. How do they get water?
Are they getting enough? How will
they survive? These are all questions
I hear on a regular basis. If you
have electricity and can have heated
dishes hooked up, then it isn’t a
concern. But most of us do not
have electricity to any or all of our
pastures. We solved this problem by
buying a rubber feed dish for each
pen (we like the rubber feed dishes
made for horses). Each day I simply
put water into each pen using these
dishes. I have learned to take them
out when they are done or they play
with them and it is like a treasure
hunt the next day to find it again!
Pigs are also able to eat snow like
many wild animals do and are able
to get added hydration that way.
The most important things to
remember is that their shelter needs
to be dry and warm allowing them
to get out of the wind and weather
and stay cozy. Good roughage for
them to eat throughout the day is
preferred as well as making sure
they get the adequate protein and
minerals they need. A drink of water
will help keep them hydrated each
day and will allow their digestive
systems to function properly.
Wintering pigs outside is both
fun and rewarding if you let it
be. Enjoy the season and if you
remember the important needs of
your pasture pigs, they will too!

JODI CRONAUER lives in
Wisconsin with her husband, Dave,
and her three sons, Hunter, Timber,
and Ryder. We raise Idaho Pasture
pigs, Kunekune pigs, and American
bison as well as Gypsy Vanner horses.
We saw the need for animals raised
properly in pastures outdoors as well
as the need for them to be raised
without chemicals and hormones.
We strive to provide both at our farm
and pride ourselves in producing
quality animals in every way. The
meat from our pigs and bison is rich
in essential nutrients because they
eat grass as their primary diet.
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How Long
Do Goats
Live?
Checking into
Goat Lifespans
BY JANET GARMAN

W

HEN YOU CONSIDER ADDING
goats to your life, knowing how
to plan for your goat's lifespan is
important. Baby goats are adorable. Often,
we make impulsive decisions about bringing
home cute baby livestock. When we stop and
consider what the adult animal will require
and how long we will need to provide for a
healthy life, we set up for a good experience.
Proper and appropriate care for the animal
is the key to a healthy long life. Not only
quality feed but the right amount of feed is
one factor. Goats are ruminants and require
daily available forage. The forage can be in
the form of grazing plants such as pasture,
or rough weeds, leaves, tender branches,
and wild plants. Most goats prefer to browse
rather than graze on well-tended pastures.
PROVIDING THE CORRECT
ENVIRONMENT
Housing should be considered. While
goats are hardy little ruminants for the
most part, they do not tolerate wet weather
as well as cattle and sheep. Providing
shelter for all animals is important but for
goats it is necessary. A three-sided run-in
shelter will suffice if a barn is not possible.
If you will be breeding, investigate a
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shelter where you can give new mothers
a chance to bond with their kids without
being interrupted by other herd members.
Providing shelter for your goats will help
them enjoy a longer healthier lifespan.
Keep in mind that goats are herd animals.
Having one goat rarely works out happily
for the goat or the humans. A solitary goat
may spend much of its time trying to escape
to find a herd. Be prepared to house and care
for at least two and preferably three goats.
GOAT MAINTENANCE — KEEPING
THE GOATS HEALTHY AND STRONG
Routine goat maintenance is important
to the health and longevity of your
goat. Hoof care and proper trimming
allows your goat to walk without pain
or inflammation in the hoof. If you can’t
perform the hoof trims yourself, you
will need someone to do it for you.
Health maintenance should be carried out
on a routine basis, too. This may include
vaccinations or health checkups. If you
will be breeding, selling kids, and showing
goats, there are some vaccines that are
mandatory. When keeping a closed herd on
your own property, you may choose herbal
preventatives for certain internal parasites.
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My recommendation for using herbal prevention is to
make sure the goat is clean of a parasite load before
beginning a prevention routine. Gathering a fecal
sample and having it checked for parasites will give
you the answers you need to get the goats healthy.

Routine goat maintenance
is important to the
health and longevity
of your goat.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF A GOOD BREEDING PLAN
Breeding stock also determines the possible
lifespan of a goat. No matter what breed of goat
you choose, having a healthy doe and a healthy
buck is the best start. Breeding only animals
that exhibit a strong healthy appearance leads to
healthier kids. A weak or health-compromised doe
is more likely to produce weak kids. These weaker
kids are more likely to have a shorter lifespan.
Quarantine is another often-overlooked practice
that can affect the longevity of your goats. When
a new goat arrives on your property, keep the
animal housed separately for 30 days. This will
give any contagious diseases and parasite issues
time to develop in the newcomer. Then you can
treat any issues without having exposed your entire
herd to a health problem. Even perfectly healthylooking animals can carry disease to a new herd.
LOOKING AT THE TEETH FOR
DETERMINING GOAT AGE
There are a few methods of estimating a goat’s age.
One method is to examine the teeth. Keep in mind
that goats only have teeth along the front bottom.
They do not have upper front teeth. If a goat is older
than say, 10 years, it may have begun to lose a tooth

SCOTTISH BLACKFACE
BREEDERS UNION
www.SBBU.org

here and there. A normal adult
goat mouth has eight lower front
teeth. As the goat ages, the teeth
will show signs of wearing down
from eating. The teeth may begin
to spread out slightly. The type of
vegetation the goat eats will play
a part in the wear on the teeth.
Goats younger than five will
have six permanent teeth along
the bottom front. After age four,
the goat should have all eight
permanent teeth. Estimating
a goat’s age by looking at the
teeth may give you a ballpark
range of the animal’s age.
ANIMAL CONDITIONING
SCORES CAN PROVIDE
CLUES TO GOAT AGE
Animal condition also gives
us an idea of animal age. Young
mature animals have more muscle
and are rounder in the hips and
neck area. Each breed may have
its own way of assessing body
condition scores based on breed
standards. If the herd generally
has a good body condition score
and one animal has a lower score,
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it may be older and not digesting
grain and forage efficiently.
Admittedly, body condition
scoring can be low if an animal
is young but not well-caredfor and not receiving adequate
nutrients and health care. An older
animal will look aged, may be
weaker, and not quick to get up.
Arthritis may be present in the leg
joints, causing an uneven gait.
AGE SPAN BY BREED
Each breed will have outliers,
those goats that surpass all the
expected norms of a goat lifespan.
Generally, healthy does are
expected to live 11 to 12 years. If
a goat is still being bred after age
10, the likelihood of a pregnancyrelated death is more likely.

Does that retire earlier in life can
have a longer life expectancy.
Wethers live longer than bucks
with an 11- to 16-year life span.
Bucks that live past the age of 10
are unusual due to the stress of rut.
Alpine goats, an extremely hardy
and weather tolerant breed has a
life expectancy of eight to 12 years.
Angora goats typically live
over 10 years if they receive good
care. It is not uncommon to have
an angora goat live into its teens.
That’s a lot of mohair production!
Boar goats often have a longer
life due to their natural resistance
to disease. Bucks have an expected
life span of eight to 12 years and
does have a surprising expected
life span of 12 to 20 years.
Kiko goats are a hardy, large
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meat breed. Since they are
disease and parasite resistant,
they often live over the life
expectancy of eight to 12 years.
LaMancha goats are usually
kept as a dairy breed. They
have a shorter life expectancy
of seven to 10 years.
Myotonic goats, or fainting
goats as they are commonly
called, appear fragile but are
actually a long-lived, hardy breed.
Myotonic goats can live 15 years.
Nigerian Dwarf goats are found
on many small dairy farms. The
superior milk production and
quality from this small goat
makes them a frequent choice.
The life expectancy is 15 years.
Nubians are known to be a
vocal breed of goat. Get the

ear plugs ready for a good
15- to 18-year lifespan.
Oberhasli goats are a smaller
breed, handy to have around
for pasture cleanup! They live
approximately eight to 12 years.
Pygmy goats are a popular breed
for small homesteads. Expect to
have the goats for 12 years.
Pygora goats are a fiber breed
derived from a careful breeding
system using white Angora goats
and purebred Pygmy goats. The
life expectancy easily reaches
into the teens so expect to have
your Pygoras 12 to 15 years if
they remain in good health.
Saanen goats are a heavymilk-production breed. With
that high-production comes
a need for increased protein.
If nourished well, the Saanen
goats can live past 15 years.
Toggenburg goats are
friendly and curious often
kept as both pet and dairy
suppliers. The life expectancy
of a Togg is eight to 12 years.
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TWO FROM THE BREED
WATCH LISTS
Two other breeds of interest are
the Spanish goat and the Guernsey
goat. The pure Spanish goat is a
landrace breed. They are hardy and
adaptable, often described as being
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Deluxe
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Controlled-Angle System
ensures that your knife edge
is sharpened to the exact
bevel you specify.
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Bringing goats onto your farm is a
commitment of over a decade of care. They
contribute to the farm in so many ways.
long-lived. Since pure Spanish
goats are rare in the United States,
it is hard to find a lifespan range.
The Guernsey goat is a small
to medium dairy goat breed.
The breed is distinguished by
its golden color and skirt of
long hair. Although popular in
other regions of the world, not
many Guernseys populate the
United States dairy goat world.
As you can see, bringing goats
onto your farm is a commitment

of over a decade of care. Goats
offer companionship to people
and other animals, milk, mohair
fiber, meat, and kids for sale.
These sweet animals are eager to
contribute to the farm in other
ways such as clearing land,
cleaning up poison ivy, and don’t
forget the entertainment factor.
Given proper care, goats will
give back to your farm or family
homestead for many years.

JANET GARMAN is a farmer, writer, instructor, and fiber artist living in
central Maryland on the family’s farm. She loves all subjects related to
small farms and homesteading. Raising chickens, ducks, sheep, and fiber
goats led her to write her most recent books, 50 Do-it-Yourself Projects for
Keeping Chickens, (Skyhorse Publishing 2018) and The Good Living Guide
to Raising Sheep and Other Fiber Animals, (Skyhorse Publishing 2019).
facebook.com/timbercreekfarm
instagram.com/timbercreekfarmandhomestead
timbercreekfarmer.com
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Creating
an
Evergreen
Christmas
Wreath
BY BECKY PEDERSON

An old-fashioned Christmas
tradition is to hang an evergreen
wreath on your door to
welcome family and friends.
MATERIALS
Wreath Frame
24-Gauge Green Floral Wire
Scissors
Red Bow

OPTIONAL
Pinecones
White Craft Paint
Artificial Red Berries
An ordinary, metal clothes hanger works
for a frame. Bend the hook to make a
loop and attach a string for hanging.
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"It is the sweet, simple things of life which are the real ones after all." — Laura Ingalls Wilder

Securely wrap the
boughs together using
the floral wire to create
bundles that will be
attached to the wreath
frame.

Overlap the bundles
on the frame, shaping
the wreath and going
around the entire
frame.

Once the bundles are
all securely attached,
you're ready to
decorate any way
you want!

In late October I cut balsam fir or spruce boughs.
The balsam fir is soft and fragrant where the spruce is
quite prickly to the hands. Gather some pinecones.
I prefer the Norway pinecones.
From the evergreen boughs, cut six-inch pieces.
Gather up seven or so pieces and wire them
together tightly. The correct side of the bough is
what faces the sky. Use a 10-inch piece of wire
to tie the bough together then lay the bundle
on your frame. Wire it tightly to the frame.
Next, take another evergreen bundle and overlap it
onto the first bundle. Secure it with the extra wire from
the first bundle. Keep going around the frame in this
manner until you have a beautifully shaped wreath.
If you have a wreath frame larger than the clothes
hanger size, cut the evergreen pieces longer to make the
wreath fuller.
Embellish the completed wreath with a bow
and pinecones if you choose. If using pinecones,
wire three together and touch the tips with
white craft paint. Adding little red berries
adds a colorful touch. I save my wire frames,
pinecones, and red bows from year to year.

Hang up your creation and
enjoy it during the holiday
season. Happy Holidays!
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Homemade
Ornaments

BY ANGELA FERRARO-FANNING

L

AST YEAR WE TRIED OUR HAND
at some farm-inspired salt dough ornaments
for the holidays. We had loads of cookie
cutters on hand already (turns out a Halloween cat
and pumpkin, or an Easter bunny and egg, work
really well for farm ornaments). We baked ours to
a hard finish and strung on bakers’ twine as both
garland and individual ornaments for the tree.

Salt Dough

2 cups flour
1 cup salt
1 cup cold water
Preheat oven to 250 degrees F.
Mix flour and salt. Add in cold water
slowly. Knead until smooth. Roll
out and cut into shapes. Bake on
parchment-paper-lined cookie sheet
for two hours or until hard.
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ANGELA FERRAROFANNING and her family

are first generation farmers
on a historic New Jersey
homestead established in 1775.
Their homestead currently
consists of vegetables,
orchard fruit, sugar maples,
dogs, barn cats, geese, ducks,
Clydesdales, and honeybees.
axeandroothomestead.com
instagram.com/
axeandroothomestead
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beeswax candles

HOW TO MAKE

Beeswax
Candles
BY STEPH MERKLE

Anyone can learn to make
homemade beeswax candles
— they make a great gift!
One of my favorite gifts to make is homemade
beeswax candles. They are easy, inexpensive,
and perfect for neighbors, friends, teachers,
and anyone to whom you want to send cheer.
This recipe calls for a blend of beeswax and
coconut oil. By adding coconut oil to the recipe,
you can reduce tunneling from a beeswax-only
candle. If you prefer beeswax only, simply
remove the coconut oil and use more beeswax.
If you don’t keep your own bees, you can buy
beeswax online or search for a local beekeeper
who may be interested in selling their beeswax.

Supplies Needed for
Beeswax Candles
• 2½ cups (about 20 oz) of filtered beeswax*
• ½ cup (4 oz) of coconut oil*
• 3 half-pint (8 oz) jars
• 6” cotton candle wicks
• Hot glue gun or super glue
• Skewers or pencils
• Scotch tape
• Designated stirring spoon and wax
container (metal can, bowl, or pitcher)
• A pot big enough to use as a double boiler
• Decorative ribbon or string (optional)
*Use a 5:1 ratio if you want to make more
than three candles
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THERE’S A NEW KID
ON THE BLOCK

How to Make
Beeswax Candles
Place the beeswax in your
designated wax container.
Fill your pot with water
about 60-70% of the way up.
Bring the water to a boil.
Put your designated wax
container in the pot and melt your
beeswax, double boiler style.
Once the beeswax is melted,
add the coconut oil and stir.

standleeforage.com
Proud sponsor of:
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beeswax candles

PREPPING YOUR JARS

Hot glue or super glue your wick
to the bottom center of each jar.
This can be a little tricky.

Use the eraser of your
pencil to secure the glue and
wick to the jar’s bottom.

Wrap the wick around the
pencil to keep the wick straight
and taunt at the top. Tape the
wick around the pencil.

Pour the melted beeswax into each jar, leaving about a ½” of room
at the top of each jar.
Let the candles cool completely, usually overnight is best.
Trim the wick to about ½”.

Tie a simple, decorative ribbon around
the rim to make it more festive.
During the first burn, let the
entire top surface melt to avoid
the wick from tunneling.

SOURCES:
wellnessmama.com/76597/
beeswax-candles/
theprairiehomestead.com/2015/02/
how-to-make-beeswax-candles.html
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STEPH MERKLE is the Content Director for Countryside. She tends to her
raised bed gardens, raises a mixed flock of egg layers, and keeps honey bees on
her acreage in southeastern Wisconsin. As a Colorado native, Steph spent her
childhood in the remote San Luis Valley, the largest agricultural alpine valley in
the United States. In her spare time, she enjoys traveling as far and wide as her
pocketbook allows and spending time with her husband and two young children.
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beeswax wraps

Homemade
Beeswax
Food
Wraps
BY AMANDA PAUL

It’s easy and inexpensive to make beeswax
wraps, and they make a great addition to
your homestead kitchen. If you’re a backyard beekeeper, you’re likely on the hunt
for beeswax uses and you already have
everything you need to get started.

STEP 1

Lay one sheet of parchment paper
on a flat surface and then your
piece of fabric. Grate beeswax or
sprinkle pellets evenly on top of
your fabric. Lay the second piece of
parchment paper on top.

STEP 2

SUPPLIES
• 100% cotton fabric cut into 12x12-inch squares
(or your size preference)
• Beeswax (bars, pellets, or blocks)
• 3 pieces of parchment paper (unwaxed) cut into
14x14-inch squares
• Clothing iron (set to “cotton”)

Gently iron over parchment paper
melting the beeswax into the fabric
thoroughly. The beeswax will turn to
liquid as you iron. Be careful not to
make holes in the parchment paper
allowing it to get on your hot iron.
Beeswax is flammable!
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STEP 3

When the beeswax has fully melted and
has evenly saturated the fabric, peel off the
top layer of parchment paper. Then peel
off the beeswax wrap. Lay flat on the third
unused piece of parchment paper. Your
beeswax wrap will dry and harden quickly.

Beeswax wraps
make a great
addition
to your homestead
kitchen!

STEP 4

Lay flat and allow to fully harden. Use
the heat from your hands to mold
wraps around containers, jars, fruits and
vegetables, sandwiches; everything
you’d normally cover or wrap with plastic! Wash with cool water and mild soap
in between uses. You don’t want to use
hot water to wash your beeswax wraps;
this will melt the wax.

AMANDA PAUL lives in New

England and practices biodynamic
gardening on her homestead. She
raises heritage chickens, pastured
ducks, and is a beekeeper. To learn
more about Amanda, follow her on
Instagram @jeaniegreenhens.
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Engle’s Toys
STORY AND PHOTOS BY
REBECCA SANDERSON

T

HIS STORY BEGAN 31 YEARS AGO WITH A
broken doll carriage. When his granddaughter’s
doll carriage’s plastic wheels broke, Robert Engle
figured that he could come up with something better.
While it took him five or six hours, he eventually
came out of his shop with new wooden wheels for
the carriage. This began his toy making journey.
In the beginning, Robert used wood from pallet
crates. Even though the crates were usually thrown
away, they were made from decent quality hardwood.
He and his wife would remove the nails, chop up the
wood, and spend hours sanding it smooth by hand
then painting with bright, vivid colors. He only made
a few toys per year for the first four or five years; these
included small trains and grasshoppers, which are
my personal favorite. Most of the toys from this time
period went to his grandchildren. Sometimes, he would
even surprise some of the neighborhood kids with
toys on Christmas day including my husband who has
fond memories of these wooden toys at Christmastime.
After a while, Robert wanted to expand the hobby,
so he contacted a local lumber yard and asked about
scraps. He was given access to a room full of wood
scraps on two conditions: that he takes everything
offered without exception, and that he also listens to
the stories told by the man providing the wood. With
these conditions, he began purchasing large amounts
of wood scraps for a very reasonable price. With this
consistent access to more wood, Robert began making
more toys. However, this caused him and his wife to
reconsider sanding each and every toy by hand, so the
purchase of some sanders was in order. Pretty soon,
they were ready to attend some of the local craft shows
and bazaars.
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Through much experimenting, Robert usually came
up with a new toy each year to add to the lineup. The
craft shows would begin in August, and the Engles
would attend 13 of them by Christmas. With their
van loaded, most of the toys were sold each year
with just a few left over. When they began, there
were many toymakers in the Treasure Valley area of
Idaho, but they are now one of very few. Even in the
last 10 years, they have noticed that they are the only
local toymakers to still paint their toys. Most were
leaving the toys as natural wood with no finish.
In recent years, the Engles have drastically cut down
on the number of toys they make and especially on
the number of different types of toys. While they used
to make 10 different train sets, they are now making
only seven train sets. This reduction in toy production
is not for lack of desire or even lack of people buying
the toys. Unfortunately, Robert’s eyesight is rapidly
failing. After three trips to the emergency room and
nearly losing a finger, he finally admitted that it
was time to scale back and slowly stop making toys.
He no longer operates his table saw unless there is
another person in the room. This will be his last year
making toys. He and his wife have plans to attend
four last craft shows this Christmas season as they
sadly say goodbye to this business of 30 years.
The Engles do not want to stop making toys and are
doing so only out of necessity. They have loved the
years they spent making toys together and attending
craft shows. Their favorite part through everything was
attending the shows. Watching children’s reactions to
the handmade toys that you can’t find in any store was
worth every hour spent sanding and painting. Making
toys was not Robert’s main career, but it brought a lot

www.round barn fiber.com
custom Processing
Skirting •
Washing •
Carding •
Blending •
Pin Drafting •
Spinning •
Dyeing•

Value-added Products
• Roving
• Batts
• Bumps
• Clouds
• Pin Drafted Sliver
• Semi-worsted Yarn
• Core Spun Rug Yarn
help@roundbarnfiber.com

815-201-1800

Round Barn Fiber

of joy to his and his wife’s
lives throughout the years.
I wish that I could give you
the information to buy one of
Robert Engle’s handmade toys,
but by the time this article is
printed, it is likely that they
will have all been sold or soon
will be at a local craft show.
With that in mind, I encourage
you to go to some craft shows
this Christmas season and
support your local craftsmen.
You don’t know how much
longer they will be in business
or how much longer they can
continue their craft. There are
not many people in today’s
world who are willing to take
the time to learn and hone in
a skill such as hand making
toys from wood scraps. We
live in such a fast-paced
world that the time it takes
to learn such a skill, let alone
practice it, is hard to come
by. As there are fewer people
willing and able to make toys
and other crafts from scratch,
they will become harder to
find. Pretty soon, it may even
become impossible, so let us
support local craftspeople
while we still can.

Sub-Compact Tractor with a 20-Series Snow Pusher...

Unbeatable Team for Snow Removal!
Models available
to fit skid steer or
John Deere mounts

Optional poly
skid shoes

• Available in 4-ft and
5-ft widths with either
a cutting edge of ultra
rubber or alloy steel
• Adjustable skid shoes
of AR-400 material
• CNC formed 11-gauge
moldboard
• Designed for SubCompact tractors
up to 32 hp

Visit worksaver.com to learn more

Built with Sunshine
and Manufactured
in the USA

Worksaver, Inc., P.O. Box 100, Litchfield, IL 62056-0100
Phone: 217-324-5973 • Fax: 217-324-3356
worksaver.com • E-mail: sales@worksaver.com

Designed. Engineered. Remarkable Value.
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Slow Cooker
Tortellini Soup
RECIPES BY HANNAH MCCLURE

T

HIS IS ONE OF MY GO-TO SLOWcooked meals in the fall. When
temperatures are cool and there is still
so much being done around the homestead.
From pumpkin picking and apple festivals
to pulling in the last harvests from the
garden and setting up the coop with winter
necessities, fall is a busy season. My time
in the kitchen is often spent canning and
putting up the summer’s hard work.
And I often forget to plan out dinner. So,
quick and easy fixes are my personal fall
favorite. And this one delivers. I sure hope
y'all enjoy it as much as our family does.
INGREDIENTS
1 quart chicken bone broth or chicken stock
1 quart diced tomatoes (can use up to 28 oz)
1 10 oz can Rotel-style tomatoes
1 heaping teaspoon Italian seasoning
1 small chopped onion
4 cloves garlic (1/2 tablespoon garlic powder
if fresh garlic is unavailable)
1 bay leaf
1 lb cooked ground Italian sausage
11/2 blocks cream cheese, cubed
18 oz tortellini of your choice*
2 handfuls fresh spinach (optional)
DIRECTIONS
In a slow cooker, mix together first
eight ingredients. Cook 5-8 hours
on low or 3-5 hours on high.
An hour and a half before serving, turn
to low and add in cubed cream cheese.
Roughly 30 minutes before serving, add
tortellini and spinach. This helps to not
overcook the tortellini or spinach.
Serves well with French bread
or rosemary bread.
*I use store-bought, fresh refrigerator
tortellini. It can be frozen to use later.
When I put it in the pot it is either
still frozen or thawed, but cold. I
cook the same time regardless.

Comfort food perfect
for blustery days.

“Always start out with a larger pot than what you think you need.” — Julia Child

French Toast
Casserole

I

’LL ADMIT, THIS RECIPE MAY BE ONE
of my favorites, but it is a seasonal one in
our home. It brings the comfort of a warm
kitchen in the cold fall and winter months. It
is my personal favorite because it is a prep
ahead breakfast that EVERYONE in our home
loves. From the toddlers to my hubby who
doesn’t often eat sweets for breakfast. And for
me, it means a sweet and delicious breakfast
with not a load of work and waking up before
the rest of the family just to have it made in
time. We serve it up with orange juice and
sausage. A savory and sweet combo. I hope
y’all enjoy this McClure home favorite.

INGREDIENTS
Half loaf of Texas toast (cut into cubed pieces)
8-10 eggs
2 cups whole milk
1 tablespoon vanilla extract
2 tablespoons brown sugar
½ teaspoon sea salt
½ tablespoon cinnamon
½ teaspoon ground ginger
A pinch of cloves and nutmeg
DIRECTIONS
(Prepare the night before needed.)
Fill a large casserole dish/cake
pan (sprayed with nonstick
cooking spray) with cubed
chunks of Texas toast.
In a large mixing bowl,
whisk together eggs, milk,
vanilla, brown sugar, sea salt,
cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves, and
ginger until well-blended.
Pour egg mixture over Texas toast

until thoroughly coated. Place
plastic wrap over top and let sit
overnight in the refrigerator.
In the morning, set casserole
in the oven and bring to 375
degrees F. DO NOT PREHEAT
OVEN as this may cause some
glassware or stoneware to crack.
Once the oven is at 375 degrees,
bake for 25-30 minutes or until
egg is completely baked.
Serve with buttered maple syrup.

BUTTERED MAPLE SYRUP
INGREDIENTS
1-1½ cups pure maple syrup
6 tablespoons of butter
¼ cup packed brown sugar

DIRECTIONS
On the stove or in the microwave,
heat maple syrup, butter, and
brown sugar until hot. Stir to
dissolve sugar.

HANNAH N. MCCLURE is an old soul homemaker and mother of four from Ohio. Gardening, keeping bees, sewing,
raising chickens/seasonal hogs, and baking/cooking from scratch are a few things she enjoys in her homemaking.
Always learning and always chasing her littles. Find her on Instagram @muddyoakhenhouse
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FARM TO FORK

THE BEST SHEPHERD’S PIE
RECIPE BY HOUSE OF NASH EATS
SERVES 12 | COOK TIME 45 MINUTES
INGREDIENTS
FILLING
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 onion, finely chopped
3 cloves garlic, minced
2 carrots, peeled and finely chopped
3/4 teaspoon salt, divided
1/2 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper
11/2 pounds ground American lamb
11/2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
2-3 tablespoons tomato paste
1 tablespoon fresh rosemary, chopped
1 tablespoon fresh thyme, chopped
1/4 teaspoon red pepper flakes
Pinch of nutmeg
2 tablespoons all-purpose flour
11/2 cup beef broth
1 cup frozen peas
1/2 cup frozen corn
TOPPING
3-4 large potatoes, peeled and cut into chunks
1/2 cup heavy cream, warmed
1/4 cup butter, melted
1/2 teaspoon salt (more or less, to taste)

INSTRUCTIONS
Heat the olive oil in a large cast iron pan over medium low
heat. Add the onions and saute until they begin to soften,
about 5 minutes. Add the garlic and cook for 30 seconds
more.
Add the carrots to the onions and cook for another 5 minutes.
Transfer the vegetables to a plate or just push off to one side of
the pan.
In the same pan, add the ground lamb, breaking it up with a
wooden spoon. Season with the salt and pepper, then mix the
lamb with the vegetables and cook, stirring and continuing
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to break up the chunks of meat frequently, until the lamb is
browned, about 10 minutes.
To the lamb and vegetable mixture, add the Worcestershire
sauce, tomato paste, rosemary, thyme, red pepper flakes, and
nutmeg. Stir to combine. Sprinkle with the flour, then stir in
to the meat mixture until evenly dispersed, cooking for 1-2
minutes.
Add the beef broth and cook for 3-5 minutes until most of
the liquid is absorbed. Then stir in the frozen peas and corn.
Remove from heat and let cool while working on the mashed
potatoes. Either leave in the cast iron pan, if it is oven safe, or
transfer to a square baking dish.
Place the potatoes in a large pot with enough salted water to
cover them by about an inch. Bring to a boil and cook for 1215 minutes, until the potatoes are tender enough to be easily
pierced with a fork. Drain well.
Add the warmed cream, butter, and salt to the potatoes and
mash using a potato masher or ricer, then use to top the shepherd’s pie filling in either the cast iron pan or a square baking
dish, spreading to the edges and leaving craggy swirls on top
instead of smoothing out.
Bake for 45 minutes at 375 degrees F until hot all the way
through and the mashed potatoes on top have nicely browned
spots in a few places. You may want to place a pan under it in
case any filling drips out. Let cool for 10-15 minutes before
serving.

Electric Fence That Works!
Stop predators and protect your flock
Fence and control flock movements in as little
as 15 minutes!
When properly energized, electrified netting
is a nearly impenetrable mesh to predators such as
coyotes, foxes, bears and stray dogs.
A popular solution for rotationally grazing
livestock or as a semi-permanent fence around the
coop or barn to provide protection and containment.

Best for sites with installation problems for
permanent fences (trees, hills).
Electrified netting adapts to dips, curves and
changes over difficult terrain. Installation requires
only minimal strength and no tools!
It arrives at your door as a complete roll with the
line posts already built-in. Just add support posts at
the ends & corners and electrify with an energizer.

PermaNet® 12/48/3
from

94/roll

$

Contact us for FREE catalogs!
FREE shipping on qualified orders.
Questions? For expert advice, call
our fence consultants or visit our
website for more information.

800-282-6631

Premier1Supplies.com
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How to
Hack a
Head Cold
BY JENNIFER VANBENSCHOTEN

A

S I WRITE THIS, MY
11-year-old son and I are
both riding out one of
the worst head colds we’ve ever
experienced. A bad head cold can
sneak up on you just about any time
and leave you completely sidelined.
I’ve experienced three surgeries,
multiple bouts of broken ribs, and
migraines, but there’s something
about the pain of a sore throat with
a head cold that just sends me right
back to bed, clutching my pillow
and my hot water bottle for comfort.
The first thing to know about
hacking a head cold is that

For a sore
throat with a
cough, try a
combination
of honey and
cinnamon.
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most head colds start out as
viral infections. This means that
antibiotics are pretty much useless
against a head cold, and in some
cases, can actually make things
worse. So, skip the antibiotics
unless you experience a high fever,
chills, or your head cold turns
into bronchitis or pneumonia.
And because it’s a viral infection,
there’s nothing you can do to cure
it — your best bet is to just make
yourself comfortable and wait it out!
The second thing to know
about a head cold is that it will
affect everybody differently. If
you infected 100 people with a
biologically identical head cold
virus, you would most likely see
100 different sets of symptoms
and recovery times. Since no
two head colds are alike, make
sure you tailor your treatment
to what works best for YOU!
All that said, here are six of
my best remedies for hacking
a stubborn head cold:
REST. This is probably one of
the most difficult to do for some
people. We always have long

"Prevention is so much better than healing because it saves the labor of being sick." — Thomas Adams

to-do lists, but when you have a head cold, the most
important thing you can do is give your body as much
time as possible to reset so it can fight off the virus
with your natural immune system. Go to bed as early
as you can, and if you can find time for a nap in the
middle of the day, do it. Your body will thank you, and
you might even see your symptoms clear up sooner.
STAY HYDRATED. It’s easy to remember to stay
hydrated in the summer, but in the winter (when
we’re most likely to come
down with a head cold), we
often forget that we need to
take in fluids. The best things
to drink when you’re trying
to hack a head cold include
herbal teas; hot water with
lemon, ginger, honey; and room
temperature (not cold) water.
KEEP YOUR SINUSES
CLEAR. Along with most head
colds come a whole lot of nasal
congestion. Not only does nasal
congestion make most of us feel
miserable, it can actually cause
your head cold to turn into
something more serious like
bronchitis or even pneumonia
if too much congestion drips
down into your lungs. To clear
out nasal congestion, consider
using a neti pot (with distilled
or sterilized water, only to
prevent bacterial infection).

bacteria and viruses before they could be infected!
Sure, it’s a story, but there’s actually some truth to it.
At the first sign of a head cold, boil six cups of water
and remove from the heat. Add to the water six to 12
drops each of these essential oils in any combination:
thyme, rosemary, lavender, oregano, clove, sweet
orange, and eucalyptus. Place a towel over your
head and carefully inhale the steam from the pot as it
vaporizes the oils. Never hold your face directly over
the steam to prevent getting a steam burn. Another
option is to add these oils to an
Epsom salt bath and let yourself
have a good long relaxing
soak as you fight off the
symptoms of your head cold.
RELIEVE YOUR SORE
THROAT PAIN. For me, the
absolute worst part of a head
cold is the sore throat. What I
wouldn’t give to relieve that!
During the winter, I try to keep
some turmeric root around for
making tea to relieve the pain
of a sore throat. Not only does
it help relieve the pain, it also
boosts your immune system
to help you get better, faster.
For a sore throat with a cough,
my favorite Ayurvedic remedy
is a simple combination of
honey and cinnamon — mix
one tablespoon real honey
with ½ teaspoon cinnamon,
and take every two hours. If
you have kids, they’ll probably
love this home remedy for
a cough and sore throat
because it tastes so good!
You can also mix the honey and cinnamon into
a cup of hot water with lemon if the honey
is too difficult to swallow on its own.
As with any herbal remedy or head cold hack,
it’s always best to start as soon as you notice
symptoms. The sooner you start hacking that
head cold, the sooner you’ll feel better!

Herbal tea made with
ginger, peppermint,
lemon, and honey is a
lovely comforting tea for
whenever you get a bad
head cold.

HERBAL TEAS. One of my
favorite ways to keep my nasal
congestion to a minimum
and boost my body’s natural immune system is to
drink herbal tea made with whole leaves of thyme,
rosemary, and/or peppermint. Herbal tea made with
ginger, peppermint, lemon, and honey is a lovely
comforting tea for whenever you get a bad head cold.
STEAM WITH ESSENTIAL OILS. Remember the
story about Thieves’ Oil? It goes something like this:
In the Dark Ages, during the many bouts of plague,
robbers and thieves would steal from the newly (and
not so newly) deceased without getting sick. When
one of them was arrested, they revealed that the secret
was a combination of herbs they kept stuffed in a cloth
wrapped around their nose and mouth that killed the

In the heart of the Adirondack mountains,
JENNIFER VANBENSCHOTEN raises chickens for
eggs, keeps bees for honey, and grows her own
food. Jennifer enjoys scratch cooking, writing
creative nonfiction and poetry, teaching yoga,
and creating handmade beaded jewelry.
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The Natural First Aid Handbook
By Brigitte Mars, HerBalist aHg

Cayenne pepper can stop bleeding. Garlic helps alleviate a
toothache. Honey soothes a burn.
When an emergency situation
arises, simple home remedies can
play a vital role in easing symptoms and providing immediate
help. This quick-reference handbook spells out hundreds of lifesaving techniques, commonsense
tips, and time-tested herbal remedies that everyone should know.
From how to perform basic CPR
and the Heimlich Maneuver to the best immediate response
to natural disasters, you’ll find the most practical, effective
actions to take to ensure survival. 192 pages
$14.95

Essential Oils
By stepHanie tourles

This friendly, accessible introduction to the 25 most versatile oils
for health and wellness highlights
the key characteristics of lavender, chamomile, eucalyptus, lemon, peppermint, rosemary, tea
tree, and other popular oils. You’ll
learn how to blend and apply
these highly concentrated aromatherapy oils for use from head
to toe. 248 pages
$16.95

The Good Living Guide to Keeping
Sheep and Other Fiber Animals
By Janet garMan

A comprehensive and inspiring guide
to small-scale fiber farming and wool
crafting. Fiber crafts — such as knitting, weaving, and crocheting — continue to surge in popularity, with sites
like Ravelry (a social media community for the wool obsessed) gaining
more than six million members. Artists
are seeking quality raw materials in
greater numbers. The cottage industry of supplying not only raw fleece,
but handcrafted yarns, is strong. The proper care of fiber
animals leads to a superior yarn product. Lapses in good
care can show up in the fleece. Give your animals a good
home and a happy life and enjoy superior fleece and yarn
products for your own homestead or to sell. 160 pages
$14.99
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Storey’s Guide to Keeping
Honey Bees, 2nd Edition
By MalcolM t. sanford & ricHard e. Bonney

This trusted handbook is a musthave for novice and seasoned
beekeepers alike. Now totally
redesigned and featuring color
photos and graphics, the second
edition also includes up-to-date
information on honey bee health.
The go-to reference presents comprehensive yet accessible information on everything from planning
hives and installing a colony to
preventing disease and managing productive hives that will
bear bountiful honey harvests year after year. 224 pages
$24.95

Homegrown Honey Bees
By aletHea Morrison

Discover the joys of harvesting
honey from your own backyard.
Alethea Morrison outlines what
you’ll need to know to make it
through the first year, while stunning macrophotography by Mars
Vilaubi brings the inner workings
of the hive to life. With in-depth
discussions of allergies, colony
hierarchy, bee behavior, and
more, this approachably informative guide bursts with enthusiastic encouragement. Keep your own bees, and enjoy the
sweet buzz. 160 pages
$14.95

99 1/2 Homesteading Poems
By Kenny coogan

Inspiration and advice through
themed poems covering gardening,
DIY projects, building community, raising livestock and over 20 farm- tofork recipes. Poems are functional
yet funny. Empowers homesteaders,
urban-farmers and city slickers to
start living a sustainable, self-reliant
life. 84 pages
$19.95

For a complete list of books visit:
iamcountryside.com/shop

Basic Candle Making

SAVE
45%

By eric eBeling

Step-by-step color photographs
and descriptive detail make this
book indispensable for beginners looking to create beautiful
and functional scented candles
on their very first try, and for
experienced crafters who want
to sharpen their skills. Includes
guidelines for buying tools and
materials, preparing the work
space, and working safely and
effectively, as well as suggested shopping lists. 104 pages

$19.95
Now $10.99 — Save 45%

Country Life Coloring Book
By caitlyn Keegan

The delightful rural images and
timeless country sayings in the
Country Life Coloring Book provide a distinctive take on the
current coloring craze. These 45
ready-to-color pages include
a mixture of intricately handlettered phrases and charming
scenes of farm life and outdoor
beauty — including chickens,
honey bees on flowers, and
barns. 45 pages

$12.95
SAVE
25%

Fences For
Pasture & Garden
By gail daMerow

A well-made fence brings peace
of mind if you keep livestock or
tend a garden that’s vulnerable
to wildlife predators, you know
that a good fence is essential for
protecting your investment. Fences
For Pasture & Garden is a practical, easy-to-use guide to selecting,
planning, and building fences that
work. Filled with sound, up-to-date
advice and instruction, Fences for
Pasture & Garden makes fence-building a task anyone can tackle with confidence. 154 pages
$16.95
Now $12.75 — Save 25%

Storey's Guide
to Raising Chickens

SAVE
25%

By gail daMerow

This informative book for both beginning and experienced chicken owners
covers breed selection, building feeders and shelters, how to collect and
store your eggs to maintain freshness
(or hatching), care for chicks, maintaining good flock health, raising broilers for meat, showing your birds, and
more. 438 pages

$19.95
Now $14.99 — Save 25%

Crafting with Wood Pallets
By BecKy laMB

SAVE
25%

Crafting with Wood Pallets offers readers innovative new
projects for transforming wood
pallets into all types of beautiful, useful items for the home
and garden. Packed with color
photos and easy-to-follow instructions for over 25 DIY projects, this book shows how to
build, paint, and finish unique
gifts, decor, and furniture. 119
pages

$16.95
Now $12.75 — Save 25%

The Real Wolf
By ted B. lyon & will n. graves

The Real Wolf is an in-depth study of
the impact that wolves have had on
big game and livestock populations
as a federally protected species. Expert authors Ted B. Lyon and Will N.
Graves, sift through the myths and
misinformation surrounding wolves
and present the facts about wolves in
modern times. The Real Wolf does not
call for the eradication of wolves from
the United States but rather advocates a new system of species management that would allow wolves, game animals, and
farmers to coexist with one another in a way that is environmentally sustainable. 388 pages
Only $19.99
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Ball® Complete Preserving Book
SAVE
25%

100 Skills for the End of the World

SAVE
25%

By Judi Kingry and lauren devine

By ana Maria spagna

These 400 innovative and enticing
recipes include everything from salsas and savory sauces to pickling,
chutneys, relishes and of course, jams,
jellies, and fruit spreads. The book
includes comprehensive directions on
safe canning and preserving methods
plus lists of required equipment and
utensils. Specific instructions for firsttimers and handy tips for the experienced make the Ball® Complete Book
of Home Preserving a valuable addition to any kitchen library. 448 pages
$22.95
Now $17.21 — Save 25%

From celestial navigation to sharpening blades, Ana Maria Spagna outlines
100 skills you’ll find indispensable for
life after an apocalyptic global catastrophe. She covers obvious needs
like first aid and farming, while also
providing suggestions on how to build
a safe and culturally rich community
through storytelling and music making. Full of quirky illustrations by Brian
Cronin, this book will provoke surprise,
debate, and laughter as it leads you to greater self-reliance
and joy — whatever the future brings. 224 pages

SAVE
60%

Beyond the Sidewalks
By JeroMe d. Belanger

One homesteader’s hopes, dreams,
and struggles as chronicled in 15
years of Countryside magazine columns (1971-1985), with annotations
updated to 2014. Economists call
the 1970s the “disastrous decade,”
but those were the glory years for
a doomsaying magazine editor and
organic farmer and his family. 427
pages

$23.95
Now $9.59 — Save 60%
SAVE
25%

Handy Farm Devices
By rolfe coBleigH

Find hundreds of clever ways to
transform those odds and ends that
might seem like junk into very useful
gadgets and tools, from a treadmill
that can power a dairy separator
and churn, to a drinking fountain
for chickens. Other devices include
a rig for moving large trees; a selffeeder for bees; a hand garden
cultivator; and gates that lift over
snowdrifts. It’s full of useful illustrations and includes a whole section of
tried-and-true tips. 304 pages

$9.95
Now $7.49 — Save 25%
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$14.95
Now $11.20 — Save 25%

Apple Cider Vinegar
Companion

SAVE
25%

By suzy scHerr

Generations of devotees have sworn
by apple cider vinegar: cooking with
it, swigging it by the spoonful, and
using it as a remedy for just about
any ailment. Iit’s great for cooking,
weight-loss, digestion, and overall
good health. It makes a mean natural cleanser, relieves muscle soreness,
and even treats bug bites. The Apple
Cider Vinegar Companion is the essential guide, with information on how to make your own, and
tips and tricks for using it for household tasks. 175 pages.

$14.95
Now $11.25 — Save 25%

Lamb Country Cooking
By Jill cHarlotte stanford

This cookbook brings the delightful flavor of lamb to America’s
supper table. Whether you’re
looking for a quick recipe, an
everyday meal or something for
that festive occasion, you’ll find it
here. Over 100 recipes to prepare prime cuts, leftovers, accompaniments, and condiments.
Includes wine selections. Spiral
bound for easy use. Spiral bound,
127 pages.
$12.95

SAVE
50%

Countryside 1998 Anthology

Whether your main interest is gardening or goats, woodlots or weeds,
country cooking or country living in
general, you’ll find a gold mine of
great reading and valuable information in this collection of articles from
an entire year’s worth of Countryside
magazine. Learn about: restoring
old apple trees, planning your root
cellar, raising guinea fowl, selecting small-farm tools, raising rabbits,
making cheese and yogurt, saving
seeds, companion planting, and much more. 416 pages.
$19.95
Now $9.99 — Save 50%

SAVE
50%

Countryside 1999 Anthology

You can get all the valuable information in a whole year’s worth
of Countryside in one handy volume. Whether your main interest
is gardening or goats, woodlots or
weeds, country cooking or country
living in general, this collection of
articles first appearing in 1999
contains information to inspire,
inform, and entertain you. Read
about living off the fat of the land
on your own small country place, and make the dream come
alive. 388 pages
$19.95
Now $9.99 — Save 50%

Build Your Own Beekeeping Equipment

NEW!

By tony pisano
Save time and money by building your own beekeeping equipment. Learn to craft equipment
that is tailored to your particular climate and setup. Full of insightful tips and covering a variety
of hive types, Pisano includes all the basic infrastructure you need to keep your bees happy and
active — and your pantry full of honey. 160 pages. Only $19.95

Feel free to use another sheet of paper, or call 970-392-4419 to place your order today!

Order Form

Title

Quantity

Total books $

Name:
Address:

Shipping*

$

$4 first item, $1 each add'l item
*Call for Priority & Foreign Rates

City:
State:

Zip:

E-mail:
Visa

Price

MC

No.:
Expiration:
Phone:

Discover

AmEx

Subtotal

$

WI Residents
add 5.5% sales tax

$

Total

$

Mail your order to:
Countryside Bookstore
P.O. Box 1848,
Carson City, NV 89702
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CAPTURE YOUR COUNTRYSIDE AND SHARE IT WITH US!
We love getting a glimpse into your everyday homesteading moments.

1

2

3

4

1 Think these goats can make Santa's team?
Yellow Point Farms (@yellowpointfarms) 2 We are getting into the
Christmas spirit here on the farm!
Kelli Lage (@happyharvestfarm) 3 That's a big ol' piece of my heart standing
right there.
Lankosz Farm (@our.barnyard.life) 4 The calm after Christmas … is there anything better?
Shelby Wadsworth (@upstatebarns)

WAYS
TO SHARE

EMAIL PHOTOS in
JPG format to editor@
countrysidemag.com
with “Capture Your
Countryside” in the
subject line.

MESSAGE US
ON FACEBOOK
facebook.com/
iamcountryside

TAG US ON
INSTAGRAM or use
#iamcountryside:
instagram.com/
iamcountryside

MAIL YOUR ENTRY TO:
Countryside, P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451
To have your photos returned, please include
a self-addressed stamped envelope.

Countryside & Small Stock Journal retains the right to publish and/or reproduce any and all photos submitted.

R
E
T
S
I
G
E
R
TODCRAEYAS!ES IN

PRICE IN MBER…
DECE

MINNEAPOLIS, MN

Eco-Ag U Workshops Dec. 9-10 • Eco-Ag Conference & Trade Show Dec. 10-12

Come to Learn! Leave Empowered to Improve Your Operation!
Our jam-packed program features:

Immerse yourself in important topics that include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

All-day Eco-Ag U pre-conference workshops
2+ days of expert seminars
Eco-Consulting halls
Round table discussions
Film screenings
Large Acres U.S.A. bookstore
Author book signings
Networking events

Building healthy soils with the right nutrients
Weed and pest control without toxic chemicals
Pastured livestock production
The critical connections between farming
and human health
• How to manage the changing farm economy
• Growing a healthy soil microbial community
• …and much more!

Don’t miss our lineup of world-class speakers including:

Gary Zimmer
MidWestern
BioAg

Zach Bush
Physician

Carey Gillam
Investigative
Journalist

David Montgomery

Author,
Geomorphologist

Bob Quinn

Author, Farmer

LEARN MORE AND REGISTER AT EVENTS.ACRESUSA.COM

Black Soil
Friday Sale!
Save up to 75% on
hundreds of titles the week
of Black Friday. Shop at
www.acresusa.com

A SOIL SUMMIT IN
YOUR MAILBOX
Subscribe to Acres USA
to receive 12 issues a year

FOR JUST $29

John Kempf

Advancing Eco
Agriculture

after chores

::

just for fun
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"People rarely succeed unless they have fun in what they are doing." — Dale Carnegie

COUNTRYSIDE CROSSWORD READER CONTEST NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 2019

Name:
__________________________
_______________________
_______________________

The winner will be chosen randomly
from all the correct submissions
returned by December 1, 2019
July/August Contest Winner
– Martha Bryant, TN

ACROSS
2.

These are pretty much useless
against a head cold.

1.

____ ____ is the most traditional
home heating option.

7.

This is the base layer of
French toast casserole.

3.

This type of bread serves
well with tortellini soup.

4.

_______ ___ is the home heating
system of choice in the U.S.

5.

A lot of people think
pigs won't eat ___.

6.

The most important aspect for
pigs wintering outside is that
they have adequate _______.

8.

This is one of three ingredients used
to make homemade ornaments.

9.

Fish meal is a nutritious
source of _______ and
micronutrients for chickens.

11.

_____ feeds contain betacarotene which makes yolks
deep yellow or orange.

10. This can be used as a frame for
making an evergreen wreath.

Win a Countryside Beanie!
To submit, either:
Print, fill out, and mail to:
Countryside Reader Contest
P.O. Box 566, Medford, WI 54451
Print, fill out, then take a
picture and email to:
editor@countrysidemag.com
Be sure to include your
contact information so we
can inform you if you won
the Countryside beanie.

DOWN

12. Chickens naturally go into a
process called _______ after
about 12 months of laying eggs.
13. Pipes running along ________ walls
are especially vulnerable to freezing.
14. Some pipes may require wrapping
electric ____ ______ around them
to keep them from freezing.
15. African violet flowers range in
shades of purple, pink, and _____.
16. When fighting a head cold,
be sure to stay ________.
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Poor Will’s COUNTRYSIDE

LATE FALL AND EARLY WINTER OF 2019
BY W. L. FELKER
SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Market your kids
and lambs to the
Muslim feasts of
Mawlid Al-Nabi.
Time your Christmas tree sales to
meet your local
demand. Market
your Thanksgiving
1
turkeys.

The end of Daylight
Saving Time could
cause animals and
family to be out
of sorts because
of the change in
feeding and eating
schedule.

Use lower-grade
supplements for
animals now,
gradually increasing
nutrients and
quantity during
winter. Save best
quality feed for
birthing time.

Divide succulent jade
plant branches and
root them in small
pots. Decorated with
bows or ribbons,
they can complement
your assortment of
Christmas cacti.

Fertilize Christmas
cacti for the last
time and prepare
pots for holiday
sales. Fertilize
trees and bushes
after leafdrop is
complete. Prune
fruit bearing
bushes.
15

If you are finishing
up building or repair
projects, keep
pregnant animals
away from loud
power tools and
pounding, which
will cause animals
stress.

Goat milk usually
Hanukkah begins
tomorrow and lasts demands higher
prices in winter.
through the 30th.
Goat cheese and
It’s not too late to
market traditional soap make appealing and healthy gifts
gifts for this celefor your roadside
bration — gifts
like honey, walnuts, stand and for holiday markets.
and figs.

Lunar perigee today
will strengthen
the cold front that
ordinarily crosses
the Mississippi at
the beginning of
November’s fourth
week.

november
In the South,
plant crops that
produce their fruit
above ground in
the first half of
the Sleeping Frog
Moon and the first
days of the Silent
Cricket Moon.

Breeding of sheep
and goats for
next year’s Easter
market should now
be complete. Breed
for April lambs to
show at late
August and early
September shows.

Feed sugar or corn
syrup to bees when
nights grow cold.
Dig dahlia, elephant
ear, and canna roots
for overwintering;
start in late winter
for spring markets.

4

5

While you are
rooting plants for
winter, include
wandering Jews,
pathos, and spider
plants. These are
beautiful in pots
for spring and early
summer sales.

Review plants that
you’ve seen at
farmers markets
in the past year.
Coleus, impatiens,
and geraniums. If
seeded now, they
can be ready to sell
in May.

Today’s Full Moon
is likely to contribute to severe
weather throughout the country.
The full moon is
also associated
with abortions in
mammals.

3

Mawlid Al-Nabi 10

11

12

It is not too late to
plant paperwhite
and amaryllis bulbs
for holiday blossoms. Don’t wait
too long to ship all
of your poinsettia
crops for the retail
market.

Research
possibilities for
meeting the needs
of the Hanukkah,
Christmas, and
Kwanza markets
of December.

In the Deep South,
plant spring garden
root crops under
the dark last half of
the Sleeping Frog
Moon.

Rutting activity for
deer peak near
this time of year.
Be especially
careful driving at
night. Consider
how venison could
complement your
self-sufficiency
plans.
14

6

13

Reduce number of
animals on waning
pasture; transition
them to winter
feeding patterns;
worm animals;
check for foot rot,
trim feet; treat for
mites, lice.

On the farm, it’s
time to plug in the
electric bucket
heaters and try
to keep the water
near 50 degrees,
especially the
water for pregnant
livestock.

Harvest honey from Make Christmas
your hives, making ornaments from
small, dried
sure bees have
gourds. Prepare
enough honey to
your larger dried
make it through
gourds for use
winter. Harvest
as birdhouses or
when weather is
other containers.
cool to reduce

If you raise sheep,
plan for the
hothouse market, a
period when marketing fall lambs
that are nine to
16 weeks old and
weigh between
20-50 pounds.

Sow your bedding
plant seeds under
lights beneath
tomorrow’s new
Silent Cricket
Moon and the
new Pussy Willow
Cracking Moon
(December 26).

Today’s New Moon
will add power to
the November 28
cold front, greatly
increasing the
chances of an
early blizzard or ice
storm.

Mawlid Al-Nabi 17

24

18

25

stress on the bees.

19

20

Pregnant animals
should be drinking more as their
young develop.
Regular weighing
will help you
watch their progress. Check water
often keeping it
26 free of ice. 27

7

8

21

22

This year’s
Thanksgiving Day
occurs late in November, around
the time of the
last cold front of
the month. Expect
storms and problems with travel.
Thanksgiving 28

You and your animals may need up
to one third more
feed in winter than
in summer. On
the other hand,
over-feeding is not
good for beasts or
people.

2

9

16

23

Rheumatism in
sheep and goats
increases during
cold, damp
weather and
will get worse
as winter grows
colder. Watch for
weight loss and
29 lameness.
30

November 10 | Muhammad’s Birthday (Mawlid Al-Nabi) Sunni Muslims celebrate Muhammad’s birthday today. A rise in halal sales could be expected near this date
and middle November.
November 17 | Muhammad’s Birthday (Mawlid Al-Nabi) Shia Muslims celebrate Muhammad’s birthday on this date.
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“White as meal the frosty field,
Warm the fireside haven.
Not to autumn will I yield;
Not to winter even."
— Robert Louis Stevenson

SUNDAY

Explore the
South for mistletoe after the all
the leaves come
down. Maybe
you’ll harvest
some before
New Year’s Eve.

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

Reserve your
ready-to-lay
pullets for summer.
Consider wrapping
your beehives in
black roofing paper
if the winter is colder than normal.

Complete sow
breeding for
early spring litters.
Prepare farrowing
quarters that are
warm, have good
ventilation, but are
protected from the
wind.

Flowers mean
beauty and money
at farmers markets.
Water and mulch
perennial beds to
prevent drying and
cold damage.

1

2

In the warm
spells between
high-pressure
systems, watch for
spoiled silage —
a source of sick
livestock in late
fall and early
winter.

This week’s Full
Moon will lie overhead in the middle
of the night, contributing to the chances
of success for
finding and bagging
raccoons, skunks,
and opossums.

Keep plenty of
lukewarm water
available for your
chickens when
temperatures fall
below freezing.
And don’t let any
of your livestock’s
water freeze.

Explore the Kwanza
and Hanukkah
market for fruits and
vegetables in areas
near your farm.

15

16

Before kidding time,
be sure you have:
iodine tincture for
disinfecting kid's
navels; hydrogen
peroxide and 70
isopropyl alcohol for
treating superficial
cuts.

The New Moon on
December 26 is
likely to complicate
Christmas travel,
but will increase
the chance of a
white Christmas!

Once rhubarb
roots have been
frozen, bring one
or two plants
indoors and put
them in a dark
place. Cut the
stalks as they
appear.

Take cuttings from
Christmas cacti
after their blossoms
have fallen. You can
root an entire crop
for next year from
just a few mother
plants.

8

29

3

Keep animals away
from antifreeze,
snow removal salt,
poisonous Christmas
greens, foam
wrapping, extension
cords, too many corn
stalks, drafts, poor
ventilation, hunters,
9 and coyotes. 10

Hanukkah begins 22

23

Hanukkah ends

30

THURSDAY

4
Add nutrients to
dormant pasture
in order to
produce better
yields next
spring.

11

FRIDAY

Pastures in the
southern states
can still be infested with worm
eggs and larvae.
Keep worming
your herd and
flock every six to
eight weeks.

Don’t forget to
fatten weaner
calves and piglets
(and your pocket
book) with your
extra goat milk this
winter.

Today’s Full Moon
introduces Early
Winter with storms
and chill in the
U.S. and Canada.
During the Moon’s
third quarter, be
careful of livestock
abortions.

Plant Deep South
gardens, root crops
under second half
of the Silent Cricket
Moon, above
ground fruit bearers the first quarter
of the Pussy Willow
Cracking Moon.

Review hay and
grain costs. If high,
try a later lambing
and kidding schedule so newborns will
be five or six weeks
old when pasture
growth is strong.

Epiphany
(Three-Kings Day)
is Jan. 4, 2020:
Milk-fed lambs
and kids are often
in demand for this
market.

Order pasture
seeds and
schedule pasture
frost seeding for
Jan. and Feb.,
the time when
dramatic thaws
can occur in
the North.

Butcher animals
when the weather
is cold but not
too cold. Chilling
temperature for
carcasses is
between 30 to
40 degrees.

20

21

Breed sheep and
goats in early winter
for “spring babies”
that will be able to
take advantage of
fresh April pastures.

Lay out business
expense receipts.
Review income
and losses of 2019.
Make plans to increase productivity
and sales outreach
in 2020.

27

28

5

12

Chinese New Year
is January 22-30,
2020 (the Year of
the Rat). Many people have parties at
this time and may
want your homemade beverages
and treats.

Today’s lunar
perigee will intensify December cold
and, once again, increase the chances
of a blizzard and/or
tornadoes.

17

18

19

On December 24,
the sun starts its
ascent toward
June, shifting from
a declination of
23 degrees and
26 minutes to 23
degrees and 25
minutes.

Reduce protein
in the feed you
give your chickens
and increase
feed quantity and
carbohydrates for
winter.

New Moon today is
expected to intensify the Christmas
cold front. Get your
bedding plants
planted using gentle
radiant heat below
the flats. Root grape
vine cuttings.

24

Precipitation and
relatively mild
conditions often
occur before the
last front of the
calendar year.

New Year's Eve

Christmas

25

SATURDAY

Kwanzaa begins

26

6

13

Make sure bees
have enough ventilation to prevent
condensation in
the hive and set
up windbreaks.
Consider a hive
entrance reducer
to keep mice out.

7

14

december

31

December 22-30 | Hanukkah/Festival of Light This festival lasts eight days and offers many possibilities for marketing.
December 26-January 1 | Kwanzaa In Swahili, Kwanzaa refers to the first harvest of the year, and this celebration often includes traditional African dishes that contain
fresh fruit and vegetables.
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THE PLANETS

brighten the sky on that date, making it much
more difficult to find these shooting stars.
The Leonids (at the rate of about 15 per hour)
will arrive near the constellation Leo in the
eastern sky near midnight on November
18. The waning, rising gibbous Moon may
obscure many of these shooting stars.
The Geminid meteor shower peaks
on December 13-14 near Gemini, with
the bright, round Moon interfering
somewhat with meteor viewing.
The Ursid Meteors fall after midnight
at the rate of about five to 10 per hour
on December 23. The dark Moon will
not obscure these shooting stars.

Venus and Jupiter rise in Ophiuchus as the
morning stars in November, but join Saturn
in Sagittarius in December, too close to the
sun to be visible as the year ends. Mars
in Libra takes their place in December.

THE STARS

Past midnight, Orion is fully visible
overhead, preceded by Taurus. July’s Leo
follows Gemini and Cancer across the sky.
Regulus, the brightest star of Early Spring,
is just starting to rise along the eastern
tree line a few hours before dawn.

THE SHOOTING STARS

METEOROLOGY

TThe South Taurid shower brings a handful
of meteors per hour on the evenings of
November 5 and 6, and the Moon should
not interfere with meteor watching.
The North Taurid Meteors appear on the
night of November 12, but the Full Moon will

Weather history suggests that cold waves
usually cross the Mississippi River on or about
November 2, 6, 11, 16, 20, 24, 28, and December
2, 8, 15, 20, 25, and 29. Snow or rain often
occurs prior to the passage of each major front.
It is probable that Full Moon on November 12

LUNAR FEEDING PATTERNS FOR PEOPLE AND BEASTS

When the moon is above the continental United States, creatures are typically most active.
The second-most-active times occur when the moon is below the earth.
DATE

ABOVE

BELOW

September 1 – 4

Mornings

Evenings

September 5 – 12

Afternoons

Midnight to Dawn

September 13 – 21

Evenings

Mornings

September 22 – 27

Midnight to Dawn

Afternoons

September 28 – 30

Mornings

Evenings
Midnight to Dawn

October 1 – 4

Afternoons

October 5 – 12

Evenings

Mornings

October 13 – 20

Midnight to Dawn

Afternoons

October 21– 26

Mornings

Evenings

October 27 –31

Afternoons

Midnight to Dawn

THE SCKRAMBLER
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

TRADITIONAL RHYMING SCRAMBLER
All these words rhyme, but they are
not related in any other way.
ODOBR
UECRD
EDUD
EUFD
ODOF
WELD
OMOD
ERPUD
EDRU

LUDELA
LOCLUDE
DWERSH
DOONS
UDENCLOC
EUEDLD
EEUDND
LUDEE
XCLDEUE

ULCNIED
ERPULED
OEUDRTRP
MISITILDEU
ITUTDEAP
UDEITTREC
OIUEFRTD

A prize of $5.00 will be awarded to
3rd, 11th, 27th, and 68th persons who
send their correct responses to

Poor Will
P.O. Box 431
Yellow Springs, OH 45387
before the answers appear in Countryside.

JULY/AUGUST
WINNERS & ANSWERS

Poor Will promised prizes of $5.00 to the
4th, 9th, 19th, 40th, and 100th persons
who returned their correct answers. Of
the 34 entries, Mary Mekola of Pine River,
MN, was the 4th, Jade Meador from
Hardinsburg, KY, was the 9th and Heather
Strobel of Topeka, KS, was the 19th.
RAHTSEV/HARVEST
RUSEST/ESTRUS
SENACIRRUH/
HURRICANES
AEFRMRS KETSMAR/
FARMERS MARKETS
AEHT/HEAT
LOCD EAWTR/
COLD WATER
HETAIRF/THE FAIR
MORSW/WORMS
LIHOYSDA/HOLIDAYS
MMUS/MUMS
MKPNSIUP/PUMPKINS
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SFROT/FROST
LIOS INGTTES/
SOIL TESTING
OODWELIP/WOODPILE
ANSF/FANS
NOYEH/HONEY
SEIRREBREDLE/
ELDERBERRIES
MNICHYEPEEWS/
CHIMNEYSWEEP
NPJAAEES TEEEBLS/
JAPANESE BEETLES
OUGHTRD/DROUGHT

and December 12, lunar perigee on November
23 and December 18, and New Moon on
November 26 and December 26 will bring
stronger-than-average storms to the United
States, complicating harvest and travel.

THE SUN

Daylight Saving Time ends at 2:00 a.m. on
Sunday, November 3. Set clocks back one hour.
On November 23, the Sun enters the Early
Winter sign of Sagittarius. Winter solstice occurs
at 4:19 a.m. on December 22, and that day the
Sun passes from Early Winter’s prophetic sign
of Sagittarius into Deep Winter’s Capricorn.
Between December 5 and January 8, is
the Season of Solstice (or the Season of
Sunstop). This is the time during which the
Sun holds within a degree of 23 degrees
and 26 minutes, its solstice position, and
produces a period of solar stability similar
to the one between June 5 and July 8.

PHASES OF THE MOON
The Sleeping Frog Moon shines on frogs and
toads as they seek shelter from the coming
cold. The Silent Cricket Moon marks the end
of the long season of outdoor insects in the
North. The Pussy Willow Cracking Moon forecasts warmth in the middle of Deep Winter.
November 5
The Sleeping Frog Moon enters its
second quarter at 5:23 a.m.
November 7
The Moon reaches apogee (its position
farthest from Earth) at 3:37 a.m.
November 12
The Moon is full at 8:34 a.m.
November 19
The Moon enters its final quarter at 4:11 p.m.
November 23
The Moon reaches perigee (its position
closest to Earth) at 2:54 a.m.
November 26
The Silent Cricket Moon is new at 10:06 a.m.
December 4
The Moon enters its second quarter at
1:58 a.m. and reaches apogee (its position
farthest from Earth) at 11:09 p.m.
December 12
The Moon is full at 12:12 a.m.
December 18
The Moon reaches perigee at 3:30 p.m.
and enters its final quarter at 11:57 p.m.
December 26
The Pussy Willow Cracking
Moon is new at 12:13 a.m.
Copyright 2019 – W. L. Felker

SUPER COUPON
1,000+ Stores Nationwide • HarborFreight.com

SUPER COUPON

TM

– A.D., Canada

SUPER BRIGHT LED /SMD
WORK LIGHT/FLASHLIGHT

MULTI-PROCESS WELDER

Wire Feeder and Gun Package

NOW

$879

949 99

$

99

• Super-Strong,
Ultra-Lightweight
Composite Plastic
• Magnetic Base & 360° Swivel
Hook for Hands-Free Operation
• 3 - AAA Batteries (included)
• 144 Lumens

200A @ 25% DUTY CYCLE 200A @ 25%
(240V)
(230V)
120/240 VOLT
INPUT
120/230 VOLT
240 VOLT:
230 VOLT:
MIG 30-220A
MIG 20-220A
DC TIG 10-175A OUTPUT DC TIG 20-175A
STICK 10-175A
STICK 20-175A
4.3" LCD
DISPLAY
3.5" LCD
YES
MEMORY
NO
SPOOL GUN
YES
YES
READY

Customer Rating
VULCAN
OMNIPRO™ 220

ITEM 63621

WITH ANY PURCHASE

5 STAR REVIEWS
Customer
Rating

*

"Welds like a dream."

SAVE
$
552

COMPARE TO
LINCOLN ELECTRIC K3963-1

POWER MIG 210 MP

$

*53864690
*
53864690
AUTOMATIC
BATTERY FLOAT
CHARGER

ALL IN A SINGLE
SUPER POWERFUL LIGHT

1,432

PRICE

SUPER
COUPON

Customer Rating

* LINCOLN Electric K3963-1
stated specs
LIMIT 1 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

9

SCHUMACHER ELECTRIC

$

NOW

$449

$499

$

3041 SAVE
83%

13

*53859855
*
53859855

SAVE
$
559

99

Not available
in AZ, OH, OK
and VA.

$

1,009

125 PSI

135 PSI
2X LIFE*
25% QUIETER*
27% MORE RUN TIME*

STANDARD
OIL-LUBE MOTOR

SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION
OIL-LUBE MOTOR

169 99 $18999 $174 99

*53880971
*
53880971

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 1 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 1 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

HONDA

SUPER
COUPON

3 PIECE TITANIUM
26" x 22" SINGLE BANK
EXTRA DEEP CABINETS Customer Rating HIGH SPEED STEEL
STEP BITS

MODEL: EU2000i

SUPER
COUPON

Customer Rating

• Drill 28 hole sizes
from 1/8" to 3/4"

$299

99

$

31999

COMPARE TO

SNAP-ON
$

SAVE 1,450 1,750
$

MODEL: KRA4008FPBO

Item 64434, 64432, 64162, 56104, 56105, 56106

SAVE
85%

$8 99

COMPARE TO

$

151

13

MODEL: 15504PKSM

ITEM 69087/60379/91616 shown

59

$59

K TOOL
$
42

$

99

MODEL: C201H

19999
$
$
$
PORTER-CABLE
239 SAVE 75
24999

MODEL: KTI63094

$

*Based on
other compressors
in its class

ITEM 56241
64857 shown

COMPARE TO

MODEL: 118903799

*53888087
*
53888087
LIMIT 1 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

SUPER Customer Rating
COUPON

RAPID PUMP 1.5 TON
LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM
FLOOR JACK • Weighs 33 lbs.
NOW
COMPARE TO

IRWIN
$
98

COMPARE TO

®

SAVE
$
91

NOW

PSI

STANDARD RUN TIME

$

ITEM 61454/69091
62803/63635
67847 shown

135
Customer Rating

STANDARD NOISE LEVEL

*53874983
*
53874983

ITEM 62523

20 GALLON OIL-LUBE
AIR COMPRESSOR

STANDARD LIFE

PSI

Customer Rating

49999

COMPARE TO

21 GALLON OIL-LUBE
AIR COMPRESSOR

125

SAVE $69 HUSKY
*53985071
*
53985071

ITEM 69955/64284/42292 shown

*53850500
*
53850500

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day. Save 20% on any 1 item purchased. *Cannot be used with
other discount, coupon or any of the following items or brands: Inside Track Club membership,
Extended Service Plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day Parking Lot Sale item, compressors,
floor jacks, safes, storage cabinets, chests or carts, trailers, welders, Admiral, Ames, Bauer,
Central Machinery, Cobra, CoverPro, Daytona, Diamondback, Earthquake, Fischer, Hercules,
Icon, Jupiter, Lynxx, Poulan, Predator, Tailgator, Viking, Vulcan, Zurich. Not valid on prior
purchases. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/27/20.

Cannot be used with other discounts or prior purchases. Original coupon must be presented.
Valid through 1/27/20 while supplies last. Limit 1 FREE GIFT per customer per day.

• 12 hour run time

NOW

MODEL: SC1

ITEM 63878/63991
PERFORMANCE $ 52 64005/69567/60566
MODEL: W2364
TOOL
63601/67227shown

2000 WATT SUPER QUIET
INVERTER GENERATOR

$ 99

COMPARE TO

ANY
SINGLE
ITEM*

SUPER
COUPON

Customer Rating

YOUR CHOICE
OF 6 COLORS

20%
OFF

FREE

OVER 5,000

BEATS LINCOLN
ELECTRIC

SUPER COUPON

SUPER COUPON
Customer Rating

POWDER-FREE
NITRILE GLOVES
PACK OF 100
• 5 mil thickness

99

SAVE 59%
COMPARE TO

VENOM
$
97

7999

14

NOW

$5 99
7

$ 99

MODEL: VEN4145

ITEM 97581, 37050,
64417, 64418, 61363, 68497,
61360, 61359, 68498, 68496 shown

ITEM 60569/68053/62160/62516
64552/64832/64980/64545 shown

*53909016
*
53909016

*53924018
*
53924018

*53924309
*
53924309

*53933886
*
53933886

LIMIT 1 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 2 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

SUPER
COUPON

SUPER
COUPON

72" x 80" 2 PIECE
MOVING 1500 LB. CAPACITY
DOLLIES
BLANKET VEHICLE
Customer Rating

$5 99

COMPARE TO

BLUE HAWK
$ 99

19

MODEL: 77280

SAVE
70%

ITEM 69505/62418/66537 shown

8

NOW

COMPARE TO

89

$ 99

MODEL: 27918

5

$ 99
$

99
9
3
$
56
99

ITEM 60343/67338 shown

SUPER COUPON

WELDING
STORAGE CABINET

Customer Rating Welders, tools

$3 99

SAVE
55%
ROUGHNECK
$
99

10" PNEUMATIC TIRE
NOW

Customer Rating

NOW

Customer Rating

& supplies sold
separately.

SAVE
$
90

SAVE
50%

NOW

9
$1 49

COMPARE TO

9

33"

8

KLUTCH
$
99

$

ITEM 69385/62388/62409/62698/30900 shown

MODEL: 48348

ITEM 62275/61705 shown

$ 09

COMPARE TO

FARM & RANCH

239

MODEL: FR1055

16999

33
-1/2
"

*53936808
*
53936808

*53952690
*
53952690

*53963321
*
53963321

*53966477
*
53966477

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 2 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 1 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

SUPER
COUPON

SUPER COUPON

12,000 LB. TRUCK/SUV WINCH
• Weighs 83.65 lbs.
• 21" L x 10-1/8" H

WARN
$
99

720

MODEL: 96820

Customer Rating

$

NOW

399 $299
99

ITEM 64045/64046/63770 shown

99

DRIVE
ITEM
1/4" 61277/63881/2696/94735
Item 239
3/8"
61276/63880/807
shown
E
1/2"
62431/63882/239/94850
YOUR CHOIC
COMPARE TO

HUSKY
$
97

89

MODEL: H2DTWA

SUPER COUPON

SOLAR ROPE LIGHT

CLICK-TYPE 40 VOLT LITHIUM CORDLESS
TORQUE WRENCHES 14" BRUSHLESS CHAIN SAW
• Reversible

SAVE
$
421
COMPARE TO

Customer Rating

$999
99

SAVE $
88% 19

• 16 ft. of
warm white LEDs

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO

SAVE
$
44

$
NOW

$

MODEL: KCS120-07

ITEM 64715/64478/63287 shown

199

99

1299 NOW

SAVE
72%
99

179 $154

KOBALT
$

COMPARE TO

$8 99
$

HAMPTON BAY

32 97

Customer Rating

MODEL: 84130

ITEM 62533/63941/64625/68353 shown

*53968107
*
53968107

*53972772
*
53972772

*53977381
*
53977381

*53978757
*
53978757

LIMIT 1 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 5 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 1 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

LIMIT 4 - Coupon valid through 1/27/20*

*Original coupon only. No use on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase or without original receipt. Valid through 1/27/20.

/2"
19-1

At Harbor Freight Tools, the “Compare to” price means that the specified comparison, which is an item with the same or similar function, was
advertised for sale at or above the “Compare to” price by another national retailer in the U.S. within the past 90 days. Prices advertised by others
may vary by location. No other meaning of “Compare to” should be implied. For more information, go to HarborFreight.com or see store associate.
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countryside

::

marketplace

Handmade, Washable & Reusable

Incontinence Pads
& Menstrual Pads
VeGetabLe SeeDS
•
•
•
•

Planting Supplies
Plastic Mulch
Drip Irrigation
Large Selection from
Home Gardener or
Commercial Grower

Call or Write For a FREE Catalog:

573-378-2655
Dept. CS, 18761 Kelsay Rd
barnett, MO 65011-3009
www.MorganCountySeeds.com

www.NaturallyCozy.com
208-267-COZY (2699)
PRODUCTS THAT IMPROVE THE LIVES OF
BACKYARD FLOCKS AND PET CHICKENS

PRESSURE COOKERS/CANNERS

Hen Saver chicken saddle/hen apron • Hen Holster chicken
diaper/harness • Birdy Bra crop bra (for pendulous or slow
crops) • Birdy Bootie (to protect against and heal bumblefoot)

SELF PRESERVATION
FOR YOUR GENERATION AND THE NEXT

DOES
SE
NOT U
TS
E
K
GAS

Designed & Manufactured
IN THE U.S.A. SINCE 1930

Visit
www.allamerican1930.com
to find an online retailer
or call us direct at 920-682-8627

CLASSIC SHEDS LLC
Eli Huston, Sales

“Quality Storage
Solution”

715-316-3607
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www.CrazyKFarm.com
Learn more about our award-winning patented
and patent-pending products for chickens at:
www.HenSaver.com • 800-980-4165

Makes a great gift!

Easily plant hundreds of seeds or
plants per hour into plastic covered
or bare ground seed beds.

Stand ‘N Plant

SEEDER

PLANTER

95 Rose Rd, Saltsburg, PA 15681
Phone: 724-639-3965 or visit
www.standnplant.com

507-254-0622
LES RADCLIFFE

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE

ULTIMATEOUTDOORFURNACE.COM
The Knitting Answer Book
Brand New 2nd Edition!
You’ll find more than a dozen
new cast ons and bind offs; new
techniques for beading and
knitting backwards; tips for
making smooth stripes when
knitting in the round and for
measuring gauge on tricky
fabrics, such as ribbing and
lace; fresh information on interpreting patterns and adjusting patterns to fit; and much more!

iamcountryside.com/shop
970-392-4419
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breeders

rEACH OVEr 100,000 PEOPLE FOr JUST $60/YEAr!
January/February 2020 DeaDLIne: october 21, 2019
BULLFrOGS

MINIATUrE LIVESTOCK

Idaho
rana rancH buLLFroGS, Po box 1043,
twin Falls, ID 83303-1043. 208-734-0899.
<phrogpharmer@aol.com> american bullfrogs
(rana catesbeiana). Deep soothing music on your
pond. Purpose bred, farm-raised, hardy, and prolific.
Free info sheet.

Alabama
LnL MInIFarM, Levon & Lynn Sargent, 663 Hulsey
rd., Henagar, aL 35978. 256-657-6545. <www.
lnlminifarm.com> <lnlsargent@farmerstel.com>
aMJa % Miniature Jersey & Lowline crossbred mini
beef cattle.

CATTLE
Arkansas
GraMybear FarM, clair Gorton, 1068 Sycamore Lane, Leslie, ar 72645. 870-447-2869.
<gramybear@gmx.com> Mini Jerserys. Fonnie
thoman Line.
Missouri
HIGH-LanD FarM, Harold & Jann ramey, 2074
country road 314, alton, Mo 65606. 309-251-4114,
cell: 309-251-5832. <jannlr51@gmail.com> Scottish
Highland cattle.

DOGS
Oklahoma
aMerIcan WorKInG FarMcoLLIe aSSocIatIon – a national performance registry. tish
toren. 580-426-2311. <craftyshepherdess@gmail.
com> <www.farmcollie.com> Multipurpose Farm
Dogs: english & australian Shepherds, Standard &
border collies, Shetland Sheepdogs and
Kelpies.

DOrSET
North Carolina
cane creeK VaLLey FarM, Margaret burns,
301 cane creek rd, rutherfordton, nc 28139.
828-286-0159. <dorsetsrus@yahoo.com>
Purebred Dorsets since 1974.

GAME BIrDS
oaKWooD GaMe FarM, Inc., Po box
274, Princeton, Mn 55371. 800-328-6647.
<www.oakwoodgamefarm.com> Pheasant &
chuckar Patridge. chicks & eggs available. now
smaller quantities of pheasant chicks & eggs available for shipping.

HOGS
Wisconsin
WHIte bISon FarM, Dave & Jodi cronauer,
5711 Karls Ln., Laona, WI 54541. 715-674-2287.
<apache_jc@yahoo.com> <www.whitebisonfarm.
com> Idaho Pasture Pigs, KuneKune Pigs, american
bison, Gypsy Vanner Horses.

KUNE KUNE PIGS
Pennsylvania
Kune Kune PIGS oF HoneybrooK, 436
churchtown rd., Honeybrook, Pa 19344. 717-7254666. Piglets available. registered Kune Kune
Pigs.

NIGErIAN DWArF
Pennsylvania
Gibson Farm, Joe & Stephanie Gibson, blairsville, Pa
15717, 724-422-0304, <www.gibsongoatfarm.com>
<gibsonfarm.steph@gmail.com> nigerian Dwarf &
alpine Dairy Goats.

POULTrY
California
MetZer FarMS, 26000c old Stage rd., Gonzales,
ca 93926. year-round hatching. nationwide shipping.
Free catalog now, 800-424-7755. <www.metzerfarms.
com> Ducklings: Pekin, rouen, Khaki campbell,
Golden 300 egg Layer, White Layer, blue Swedish,
buff, cayuga, Mallard, Welsh Harlequin, White crested
& runners(black, chocolate, blue, Fawn & White)
Saxony Silver appleyard, Goslings: embden, White
chinese, brown chinese, toulouse, Dewlap toulouse,
african, buff, tufted buff, Sebastopol, Pilgrim, classic roman French toulouse, cornish cross Keets,
French Pearl Guineas.
Florida
GreenFIre FarMS, www.greenfirefarms.com.
ultra-rare imported breeds: ayam cemani, cream
Legbar, Swedish Flower Hens, bielefelder, Marans,
Isbar, barbezieux, bresse, Sulmtaler, Spitzhauben,
olandsk Dwarf, orust, barnevelder, Merlerault,
niederrheiner, Marsh Daisy, altsteirer, east Frisian
Gull, Lyonaisse, Malines, Pavlovskaya, Queen Silvia,
Swedish black Hen, Sussex, twentse, Lavender
Wyandotte, yamato Gunkei.
Illinois
cHIcKen ScratcH PouLtry, Larry & angela
Mcewen, 14025 cty rd 975 e, McLeansboro, IL
62859. 618-643-5602. <larry_angie@chickenscratchpoultry.com> <www.chickenscratchpoultry.
com> coronation Sussex, Light Sussex, Lavender
orpington, chocolate orpington, Jubilee orpington,
black orpington, black copper Marans, blue copper
Marans, blue Laced red Wyandotte, crested cream
Legbar, Welsummers, blue ameraucana, black ameraucana, rumpless araucana, olive egger, ayam
cemani, Maline, Silkies.
Iowa
county LIne HatcHery, 2977 Linn buchanan
rd., coggon, Ia 52218. 319-350-9130. <www.countylinehatchery.com> rare and fancy peafowl, guineas,
chickens, ducks, turkeys, geese, bantams and more.
Featuring Showgirls & Silkies. Most economical and
diverse poultry assortment available.
Minnesota
JoHnSon’S WaterFoWL, 36882 160th ave. ne,
Middle river, Mn 56737. 218-222-3556. <www.
johnsonswaterfowl.com> buff or White african geese.
rouen, Silver appleyard, Pekin, White or black crested, Saxony, black or blue Magpies, Penciled, White,
blue, black, Grey (Mallard), and emory Penciled
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runners, White, Grey, Snowy, black, Penciled, blue
bibbed & Pastel call ducklings. Free brochure.
Missouri
cacKLe HatcHery®, Po box 529, Lebanon,
Mo 65536. 417-532-4581. <cacklehatchery@
cacklehatchery.com><www.cacklehatchery.com>
Fancy chicks, ducks, geese, turkeys, bantams,
guineas, pheasants, quail, chukar. Free coLor
cataLoG.
Pennsylvania
HoFFMan HatcHery, Inc. Po box 129c, Gratz,
Pa 17030. 717-365-3694. <www.hoffmanhatchery.
com> chicks, turkeys, ducklings, goslings, guineas,
gamebirds, bantams, equipment. Free cataLoG.
Wisconsin
baSIL'S DucKS, todd Prutz, 4751 coolidge ave.,
Plover, WI 54467. 715-295-4048. <todd@basducks.
com> <www.basducks.com> Wood Duck, Mandarin,
Green Wing teal, blue Wing teal, Falcated teal,
cinnamon teal, baikal teal, Garganey teal, Pintail,
redHead, White redhead, Silver redhead, Goldeneyes, Hooded Merganser, ring teal, Mallards,
Smews, tufted, Greater Scaup, ring neck, ruddy,
canvasback, common Merganser, red breasted
Geese, emperor Geese.

SHEEP
aMerIcan bLacKbeLLy
Oklahoma
tIMber rIDGe FarM, L.c, L.L.c. cody, 6612 nW.
38th St. #1523, bethany, oK 73008. 405-640-4651.
<timberridgefarmok@yahoo.com> <www.timber
ridgefarmok.com>american blackbelly.

babyDoLL SoutHDoWn
Georgia
bear creeK barnyarD, ricky & renee Willis,
1043 bear creek rd., Moreland, Ga 30259. ph 770254-1962. <grwillis@charter.net> <www.bearcreek
barnyard.com> Visit us on Fb: bear creek barnyard.
olde english babydoll sheep.

barbaDoS bLacKbeLLy
Virginia
KnoLLacreS, roman J. Miller, 1491 Virgina avenue,
apt 401, Harrisonburg, Va 22802. 540-383-0281.
<romanjaymiller@gmail.com> <http://knollacres.us>
barbados blackbelly.

bLueFaceD LeIceSter
Michigan
PItcHForK rancH, Margaret Van camp, 4190
cook rd., Swartz creek, MI 48473. 810-655-4091.
cell: 810-814-3406 <pitchfork@usol.com> <www.
pitchfork.org> bluefaced Leicester, teeswater,
romney, trained guard llamas.

borDer LeIceSter
Oregon
SuDan FarM, Dan & Susie Wilson, 32285 S
Kropf rd., canby, or 97013. 971-219-3882.

<susdan@web-ster.com> <www.sudanfarm.com>
Closed Flock, OPP test neg, export certified. Coopworths, Gotlands.

530-514-7250. <wespatton@glennlandfarm.
com> <www.glennlandfarm.com> Fullblood Dorper, White Dorper. Purebred, commercial rams
& ewes.

caLIFornIa reDS

Illinois
aLeXanDer FarMS, Hazel alexander, 1099 1000th
ave., Lincoln, IL 62656. 217-737-2107. <hazelkylh@
aol.com> Purebred and commericlal Dorpers.

New York
aPPLe roSe FarM, elizabeth Ferraro, Po box
695, Peru, ny 12972. <mail@applerose.com>
<www.applerose.com> 518-645-3373. california
red & cormo.

coLuMbIaS
Wisconsin
troXeL coLuMbIaS, Dave & Mary troxel, chris
& Sara HIldebrandt, courtney & Seth, n6127
9th ave., Plainfield, WI 54966. 715-335-6854,
cell: 715-340-4812. <www.troxelcolumbias.com>
<sarahildebrandt15@gmail.com> columbia.

cooPWortH
Pennsylvania
oWenS FarM, caroline owens, 2611 Mile
Post rd., Sunbury, Pa 17801. 570-286-5309.
<info@owensfarm.com> <www.owensfarm.com>
coopworth.

corMo
New York
aPPLe roSe FarM, elizabeth Ferraro, Po box
695, Peru, ny 12972. <mail@applerose.com>
<www.applerose.com> 518-645-3373. cormo &
california red.

cotSWoLD
Kentucky
COBBLEMEAD COTSWOLDS, Nathan & Eva Griffith,
3916 taylor-estes rd., Louisville, Ky 40245. 502-5939889. <cobblemead@citynet.net> traditional-type
cotswold sheep. (acra.)
Massachusetts
orIon acreS, acra Sheep, Linda & Fred Schauwecker, 18 elm St., Plympton, Ma 02367. 781-5851639. <orionacres1@comcast.net>

DoGS
Ohio
bLacKHaVenS FarM Shellie Greyhavens, athens,
oH 45701. 740-592-1073. <www.blackhavens.com>
Great Pyrenees, Icelandic sheep, nubian goats.
Oregon
aMerIcan WorKInG FarMcoLLIe aSSocIatIon –a national performance registry. tish toren.
580-426-2311. <craftyshepherdess@gmail.com>
<www.farmcollie.com> Multipurpose Farm Dogs:
english & australian Shepherds, Standard & border
collies, Shetland Sheepdogs and Kelpies.

DorPer
California
carLSon FarM, Sherry carlson, 4589 Fruitland rd., Loma rica, ca 95901. 530-743-5262.
<carlsonfarm@yahoo.com> registered and commericial. White Dorper.
GLenn LanD FarM, Wes Patton, 6352 co. rd.
27, orland, ca 95963. 530-865-7250 or cell:

Iowa
crane creeK DorPerS & WHIte DorPerS,
Stephanie Mitcham, 3061 160th St., Sumner,
Ia 50674. 563-578-5665. Fax 321-248-0107.
<sam@netins.net> <www.ccdorpers.com> Fullblood,
purebred Dorpers & White Dorpers. Certified scrapie
free. Facebook.
Kentucky
MocKInGbIrD acreS, Sam Farmwald, 190 e.
Sullivan rd., Munfordville, Ky 42765. 270-570-3091,
cell: 270-537-4232. Dorper.
Nevada
WInDancer FarM, bruce & Gail LaFlame, 4187
St. clair rd., Fallon, nV 89406. 775-428-6414.
<www.windancerdorper.com> <aubra@pyramid.
net> Purebred & Full blood Dorpers and White
Dorpers.
Pennsylvania
bLacK creeK DorPerS, LLc, James Horst, Jr.,
189 black creek rd., east earl, Pa 17519. 717-4456919. <blackcreekdorpers@idysax.com> registered
fullblood and commercial Dorpers.

DorSet
North Carolina
cane creeK VaLLey FarM, Margaret burns, 301
cane creek rd, rutherfordton, nc 28139. 828-2860159. <dorsetsrus@yahoo.com> Purebred Dorsets
since 1974.
rhode Island
contInentaL DorSet cLub Inc., Debra Hopkins,
executive Secretary/treasurer, Po box 506, north
Scituate, rI 02857. 401-647-4676. Fax 401-647-4679.
<cdcdorset@cox.net> <www.dorsets.homestead.
com> Dorset sheep.
Virginia
FranKForD FarM, Lisa Murphy, Po box 349,
berryville, Va 22611. 540-955-1293. <lisawmurphy@
gmail.com> Ile de France x Dorset.

FInnSHeeP
New York
PoInt oF VIeW FarM, caraLeigh Wilson & Sten,
Po box 535, bangall, ny 12506. 845-868-4140.
<finnsheep@finnsheep.net> <www.finnsheep.net>
registered Finnsheep.
Ohio
FaLLInG tree rancH, Walter r. threlfall, DVM,
7012 old Liberty rd., Powell, oH 43065. 740-8814417. <WrtDVM@gmail.com> crossbreds and
purebreds.

GuarD LLaMaS
Michigan
PItcHForK rancH, cindy cieciwa, 4190
cook rd., Swartz creek, MI 48473. 810-6554091. cell: 810-814-3406 <pitchfork@usol.com>
<www.pitchfork.org>, trained guard llamas,
romney, bluefaced Leicester, teeswater.

HorneD DorSet
Ohio
KIM root & FaMILy, Kim root, 3647 Havensport rd.,
carroll, oH 43112. 614-843-8453, <kroot53@yahoo.
com> Fall born, fast growing, commercial rams.

IceLanDIc
Illinois
reD brIcK roaD FarM, terri carlson, 1494 red
brick rd., Dixon, IL 61021. <www.redbrickroadFarm.
com> 815-288-5886. Icelandic sheep.
New York
WoLF SHeeP FarM, nora & Douglas Wolf, 4219
S. 9 Mile rd., allegany, ny 14706. 716-378-1935.
<www.wolficelandics.com> registered breeding
stock, fleece and lambs.
South Dakota
tHe creeK'S eDGe, alan Leighton, 15331
Dawkins rd., rapid city, SD 57703. 605-393-1972.
<akleighton@gwtc.net><www.thecreeksedge.com>
Icelandic breeding stock & fiber.

ILe De France
Iowa
crane creeK ILe De France, Stephanie Mitcham, 3061 160th St., Sumner, Ia 50674. 563-5785665. Fax 321-248-0107. <sam@netins.net> <www.
netins.net/showcase/sam/ccidf.htm> Facebook.

Jacob
Illinois
rounD barn JacobS, Margie & Jim Schafer, 10123 Freeport rd., Durand, IL 61024.
815-484-9018 <sales@roundbarnjacons.com>
<www.roundbarnjacobs.com> J.S.b.a. registered
breeding stock; fleeces; roving; pelts; locker
lamb.

KaraKuL
New Mexico
braHaIM HInDI & SonS, Jamil Hindi, Hc 34
box 115, Duran, nM 88301. 575-799-4895 or
505-228-1566. <amhindi@comcast.net> Karakul,
rambouillet.

KataHDIn
Oklahoma
LIMerIcK FarMS, John & Mistie Lee, 16845
crnS 218, tipton, oK 73570. 580-563-6506
<www.limerickfarms.com> <limerickfarms@gmail.
com> Katahdin & Katahdin/Dorper cross. anatolian
Shepherd puppies.

KataHDIn HaIr
Tennessee
rounDHouSe FarM, John & Sandra coward,
1871 back Valley rd., Speedwell, tn 37870. John's
cell: 606-269-6114 or Sandra's cell: 423-441-0295.
<roundhousefarm@yahoo.com> registered
Katahdins.
Iowa
cMG KataHDInS, carl Ginapp, 19998 Vine
ave., Mason city, Ia 50401. 641-425-0592.
<carl@cmgkatahdins.com> <www.cmgkatahdins.
com> High performance replacement ewes & ewe
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sires. top of the breed ebV's. nSIP performance
data.
Missouri
GreeK FarMS KataHDIn SHeeP & SaVanna
GoatS, Mike Samaras & Vasilios Mousadakos,
15115 State rt. F, rolla , Mo 65401. 573-587-1168.
<vaprak75@hotmail.com> <www.greekfarmsmo.
com> Katahdin Hair Sheep, Savanna Goats.

LeIceSter LonGWooL
Michigan
MaPLe HILL FarM, Len and Janey Servinski, 2674
north eastman road, Midland, MI 48642. 989-6312796 <sarahjaneservinski@gmail.com> Leicester
Longwool. We feature top aI lambs produced from
imported australian english Leicester semen. We
hold a cooperative aI breeding opportunity at the
farm each September. exceptional breeding stock is
available for purchase.

naVaJo-cHurro
California
SPrInG coyote rancH, Kelli Dunaj, 18400
Highway 1, Marshall, ca 94940. 415-663-8354.
<www.springcoyoteranch.com> <kadunaj@spring

coyoteranch.com> White and colored breeding stock,
fleeces, yarn. Navajo-Churro.

nortH country cHeVIot
Wisconsin
LIttLeDaLe, Graham & Margaret Phillipson, 21925
ctH ZZ, richland center, WI 53581. 608-6477118. <Littledalefarm@countryspeed.com> <www.
littledalefarm.com> Scottish lines, cheviot Mules,
Scottish blackface.

PoLLeD DorSet
Iowa
rIDer'S DorSetS, Joyce rider, 1142 Lilac St., Murray, Ia 50174. 641-447-2647. <ridercst@hotmail.com>
Solid-maternal-type sheep! registered Dorsets.

PoLyPay
Illinois
caK PoLyPayS, chris & anna Kaeb, 639 n. 1000 e.
rd., buckley, IL 60918. 815-457-2618. <cakfarm@
gmail.com> nSIP/Lambplan. Focused on pounds of
lamb weaned!

The Good Living Guide to
Keeping Sheep and
Other Fiber Animals
By Janet Garman

A comprehensive and
inspiring guide small-scale fiber
farming and wool crafting.
Janet Garman has a small fiber flock (including Pygora fiber goats) and shares
her expertise, as well as interviews,
tips, and advice from fiber farmers and
craftspeople across the country. In these pages,
readers will learn the basics of properly raising sheep, goats, llamas, alpacas, and rabbits, with tips on selecting animals, feeding,
housing, breeding, and healthcare. From there, instructions are
provided for shearing, sorting, skirting, washing, picking, carding,
combing, and spinning the wool. Enthusiasts will also find recipes
and instructions for natural, plant-based dyes and advice for selling your finished yarn. 160 Pages
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Ohio
MISty HoLLoW FarM, David Limbach, 14950
Stanwood St., Dalton, oH 44618-9545. 330-6051856 (cell). Forage based flock. Registered Polypays
since 1989!

raMbouILLet
Kansas
eWePHorIa FarM, elizabeth & George ulbrick, 1081 n. 900 rd., Lawrence, KS
66047. Ph. 785-841-7175, 785-691-8044.
<ewephoriafarm@aol.com> <www.ewephoria.net>
arSba rambouillets.

roMney
Indiana
SHaDy Lane SHeeP FarM, Linda c. Schooler, 7380
Jersey Park rd., Floyds Knobs, In 47119. 502-3769611. <LcSsheep@aol.com> <www.Shadylanefarm.
com> Quality fleeces from Wensleydale, Gotland,
romney, cVM and cormo.
Michigan
PItcHForK rancH, cindy cieciwa, 4190
cook rd., Swartz creek, MI 48473. 810-6554091, cell: 810-814-3406. <pitchfork@usol.com>
<www.pitchfork.org> romney, bluefaced Leicester,
teeswater, trained guard llamas.
Oregon
SoutHern oreGon roMneyS, Joann Mast,
58221 Lee Valley rd., coquille, or 97423.
541-572-3094. <soromney@wildblue.net>
< w w w.s o u th e r n o r e g o n r o m n e y s o n l i n e . c o m >
romney.

Santa cruZ
Pennsylvania
LIttLe FLoWer FarM, Michael Kearney,
1040 Kunkles Mill road, Lewisberry, Pa 17339.
717-979-1297. <ourlittleflowerfarm@gmail.com>
<www.littleflowerfarm.net> Great genetics, grass
fed hearty and resilient. Niche market for fiber and
meat.

ScottISH bLacKFace
New York
Mount SaVIour MonaStery, br. bruno Lane,
231 Monastery rd., Pine city, ny 14871. 607-7341688. <info@msaviour.org> <bruno.ms@juno.com>
Scottish blackface, Scottish Mulesheep.
Wisconsin
LIttLeDaLe, Graham & Margaret Phillipson,
21925 ctH ZZ, richland center, WI 53581. 608647-7118. <Littledalefarm@countryspeed.com>
<www.littledalefarm.com> Scottish lines, Scotch
Mules, north country cheviot.

SHetLanD
Texas
FoGGy HoLLoW rancH, Lynda Davies, 5911
cty. rd. 225, east bernard, tX 77435. 281381-4311. <ldavies246@aol.com> <www.foggy
hollowranch.com> Fine fleeced Shetland Sheep.
naSSa and FFSSa registered.
Wisconsin
GLen taMaracK FarM, Jeanne Dukerschein,
n6248 Deertail trail, Glen Flora, WI 54526.
715-322-4011. <glentam@centurylink.net>
<www.glentamarack.com> FFSSa Shetlands.

SHroPSHIre

teeSWater

Indiana
r & G FarMS, Danny & cynthia rogers, 2435 W.
Mccracken rd., Monrovia, In 46157. 317-996-3301,
cell 317-358-3260. <crogers821@yahoo.com>
Shropshire.

Michigan
PItcHForK rancH, cindy cieciwa, 4190 cook
rd., Swartz creek, MI 48473. 810-655-4091. cell:
810-814-3406 <pitchfork@usol.com> <www.pitchfork.
org>teeswater, romney, bluefaced Leicester, trained
guard llamas.

Wisconsin
SuGar rIDGe rancH, Jon, charlotte & Vivian Stephenson, e8977 Pierce Hill rd., Viroqua, WI 54665.
608-637-6474. <sugarridgeranch@frontiernet.net>
<www.sugarridgeranch.com> Shropshire.

Soay
Maine
beau cHeMIn PreSerVatIon FarM, Jo
ann Myers, 1749 Finntown rd., Waldoboro, Me
04572. 207-691-8164. <yupik@midcoast.com>
<www.beaucheminpreservationfarm.com> british
registered Soays, california Varigated/romeldale,
Leicester Longwool. Lambs available.

teXeL
Ohio
FaLLInG tree rancH, Walter r. threlfall,
DVM, 7012 old Liberty rd., Powell, oH 43065.
740-881-4417. <WrtDVM@gmail.com> crossbreds
and purebreds.
Idaho

Indiana
tHoMaS FarMS, Inc., Don & Sandy thomas, 10506
S. 875 e., Walkerton, In 46574. 574-586-3778. <thomas
farms99@gmail.com> north counry cheviot & texel.

VArIOUS
Colorado
Waltz’s ark ranch http://www.naturalark.com/poultry.
html. rare and heritage poultry, nPIP & aI clean.
Several Sussex varieties, black & blue copper
Marans, Swedish Flower Hen, Svart Hona, Sultan, buttercup, augsberger, Isbar, breda Fowl,
Ixworth, & more for 2020. all raised non-GMo organic.

A Well-Made Fence
Brings Peace of Mind!
By Gail Damerow
If there’s a fence in
your future, don’t
waste time and money
on an ineffective
system. Make it one
you can rely on with
help from Fences for
Pasture & Garden.

tarGHee
Montana
cLoVer MeaDoWS, LLc., cal & Jule Ward, 3424
Hwy 289, Sheridan, Mt 59749. 406-596-0668.
<clovermeadowsmt@gmail.com> targhee.

FISHer teXeLS, W. eugene & niki Fisher, 2720 ne
25th Ave., Payette, ID 83661. 208-315-5659. <fishertexels@gmail.com> <www.fishertexels.com> Texel.
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aMerIcan borDer LeIceSter aSSocIatIon,
Heather Stoltman, recording Secretary, 1915
State Hwy 78, Stanford, Ky 40484. 315-459-1287.
<hstoltman@gmail.com> <www.ablasheep.org>
aMerIcan cooPWortH reGIStry, 82 Sproul
Hill rd., bristol, Me 04539. 207-563-5851.
<info@americancoopworthregistry.org> <www.
americancoopworthregistry.org> registering
performance recorded & purebred coopworths.
aMerIcan corMo SHeeP aSSocIatIon,
George Saunder, President, Grand terrace, ca 909783-0196. <saundergm@webuniverse.net> <www.
cormosheep.com>
aMerIcan DorPer SHeeP breeDerS SocIety,
Po box 259, Hallsville, Mo 65255-0259. 573-6962550. Fax: 573-696-2030. <ADSBSoffice@centurytel.
net> <www.dorper.org>
aMerIcan eMu aSSocIatIon, 510 West
Madison St., ottawa, IL 61350. 541-332-0675.
<info@aea-emu.org> <www.aea-emu.org>
aMerIcan MILKSHeeP aSSocIatIon, antonio
Pedulla, Po box 210, nottingham, Pa 19362.
610-880-2718 <www.americanmilksheep.org>
aMerIcan nortH country cHeVIot SHeeP
aSSocIatIon, bonnie Henny, Sec/treas., Po box
9275, brooks, or 97305. 503-792-3448 <mhn@
gervais.com> <www.northcountrycheviot.com>
aMerIcan oXForD SHeeP aSSocIatIon, David
trotter, Secretary, 9305 Zollman rd., Marysville, In

47141. 812-256-3478. <secretary@americanoxfords.
org> <www.americanoxfords.org>
aMerIcan roMney breeDerS aSSocIatIon,
Joann Mast, 58221 Lee Valley rd., coquille, or
97423. 541-572-3094. <secretary@americanromney.
org> <www.americanromney.org>
coLuMbIa SHeeP breeDerS oF aMerIca,
charlie Worm, executive Secretary, 507-360-2160.
<charliew@extendedag.com> <www.columbiasheep.
org>
contInentaL DorSet cLub Inc., Debra Hopkins,
executive Secretary/treasurer, Po box 506, north
Scituate, rI 02857. 401-647-4676. Fax 401-647-4679.
<cdcdorset@cox.net> <www.dorsets.homestead.
com> Dorset sheep.
corMo SHeeP conSerVatIon reGIStry,
Leonard Ferraro, Secretary, Po box 695, Peru, ny
12972. 518-645-3373. <mail@cormosheep.org>
<www.cormosheep.org> Sales list of breeding stock
and fleece for sale.
FIne FLeece SHetLanD SHeeP aSSocIatIon
Inc, FFSa Performance registry, W7505 Hwy. 11,
Monroe, WI 53566. 608-558-5099 <ffssa2011@
yahoo.com> <www.finefleeceshetlandsheep.org>
Preserving, promoting and education of traditional
1927cm Shetland Sheep.
FInnSHeeP breeDerS aSSocIatIon, Secretary,
anne-Marie elkins, 110 W. 6th ave, #318, ellensburg, WA 98926. <FBAsecretary@finnsheep.org>
<www.finnsheep.org> 785-456-8500.

Beekeeping Your First Year,
From Hiving to Honey Harvest
By Alethea Morrison • Photographs By Mars Vilaubi

IceLanDIc SHeeP breeDerS oF nortH
aMerIca: Icelandics, the perfect homestead
sheep. Milk. Wool. Meat. Melissa erlund,
4462 bellevue rd., Haughton, La 71037-8353. 313390-7748. <melissaerlund@yahoo.com> <www.
isbona.com>
Jacob SHeeP breeDerS aSSocIatIon,
Dedicated to conserving Jacob sheep through
registration and education. Discover this majestic,
heritage breed! <www.jsba.org>
KaraKuL SHePHerDS aLLIance, Deborah
Hunter, registrar and Web Shepherd, Po box
1200, colville, Wa 99114. cell 206-371-0995.
<info@karakulshepherds.org> <karakulshepherds.
org> open Flock book.
KataHDIn HaIr SHeeP InternatIonaL,
KHSI operations, Po box 778, Fayettesville, ar
72702, 479-444-8441. <info@katahdins.org>
<www.katahdins.com>
natIonaL LIncoLn SHeeP breeDerS aSSocIatIon, Debbie Vanderwende, Sec/treas,
14391 blanchard rd., Greenwood, De 19950.
302-349-4240. <lincolnfleece@gmail.com>
<www.lincolnsheep.com>
n o rt H a M e r I c a n b a b y D o L L S H e e P
aSSocIatIon anD reGIStry (nabSSar).
Protecting, preserving and promoting the babydoll
Southdown. educational bi-annual newsletter,
information and breeder list. <www.nabssar.org>
nabSSar registry.
nortH aMerIcan cLun ForeSt aSSocIatIon,
rich Fitz, Sec./treas., 5185 n Washburn rd, Davison,
MI 48423. 810-299-3417. <nacfassn@gmail.com>
<clunforestsheep.org>
nortH aMerIcan roManoV SHeeP aSSocIatIon, Don Kirts, Secretary, Po box 1126, Pataskala,
oH 43062-1126. 740-927-3098. <admin@narsa-us.
com> <www.narsa-us.com>
nortH aMerIcan WenSLeyDaLe SHeeP
aSSocIatIon, Po box 448, Scio, or 97374,
<info@WensleydaleSheep.org> <www.Wensleydale
Sheep.org>

HOMEGROWN
HONEY BEES
Discover the joys of harvesting honey
from your own backyard. alethea Morrison outlines what you’ll need to know
to make it through the first year, while
stunning macrophotography by Mars
Vilaubi brings the inner workings of the
hive to life. With in-depth discussions
of allergies, colony hierarchy, bee behavior, and more, this approachably informative guide bursts
with enthusiastic encouragement. Keep your own bees, and enjoy the
sweet buzz. 160 Pages
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St. croIX HaIr SHeeP InternatIonaL aSSocIatIon- “Polled and White” SInce 1983. Laurel
Field, Secretary, 503-263-6376, mail to: <secretary@
stcroixhairsheep.org.>
teXeL SHeeP breeDerS SocIety, niki Fisher
Secretary. 2720 ne 25th ave, Payette, ID. Phone
Inquiries: Walt threlfall 740-881-4417. <usatexels@
gmail.com> <www.usatexels.org>
uS tarGHee SHeeP aSSocIatIon, Mardy rutledge, Secretary, 8912 Saddle red ave, Las Vegas,
nV 89143. 702-292-5715 ustargheesheep@gmail.
com<www.ustargheesheep.org>
unIteD HorneD HaIr SHeeP aSSocIatIon,
INC. (UHHSA), Association Office and Registrar: PO
boX 161, new Lebanon, oH 45345. ph# 937-4301768. <uhhsa@yahoo.com> <www.unitedhornedhairsheepassociation.org> Painted Desert, texas
Dall, black Hawaiian, corsican, Desert Sand, new
Mexico Dahl, Multi-horned Hair, Mouflon and American
Heavy Horned.
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BUY, SELL, TRADE • EQUIP YOUR HOMESTEAD • PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS
JUST $3.15/WORD: 20 WORD MINIMUM • JANUARy/FEBRUARy 2020 DEADLINE: OCTOBER 21, 2019
(Approval of an ad does not constitute an endorsement.)

ALTErNATIVE ENErGY

GrEENHOUSES

MILKING EQUIPMENT

Propane and Solar refrigerators/Freezers,
Gas Lights, Solar Panels, Propane ranges
and more. Free brochures. 1-800-771-7702.
www.bensDiscountSupply.com.

Tough Greenhouse Plastics, Pond Liners. resists
hailstones. Samples. box 42, neche, nD 58265. 204327-5540. <www.northerngreenhouse.com>

Visit www.PartsDeptonline.com for great deals on
new milking equipment for cows and goats. We supply to all size dairies. call for a free 180pg catalog.
1-800-245-8222.

BEEKEEPING
MILLer bee SuPPLy your beeKeePInG
eXPertS SInce 1976! check us out for all your
beekeeping needs. Whether you are just starting
out or already have bees we are here to assist
your needs. call us toll Free: 1-888-848-5184. 496
yellow banks road, north Wilkesboro, nc 28659.
email:info@Millerbeesupply.com Website: www.
millerbeesupply.com.

BOOKS
Free book: a bible message on Life-Death-Hereafter.
Free tracts: Why does a Loving God permit calamities, the new earth. bible Standard Ministries (cM).
1156 St. Matthews road. chester Springs, Pa 19425.
www.biblestandard.com.

HEALTH
are you tIreD oF SuFFerInG FroM boDy
PaIn. IMProVe your HeaLtH. Great coMPanSatIon PLan. www.phytozonforhealthandwealth.
com
Worlds Purest CBD oil! Full spectrum or tHc free.
Benefits are endless. Get yours today with a 60 day
money back guarantee! More Information or order at:
www.cbdgoldendrop.com
Stop nighttime Leg cramps in one minute. old amish
formula. See it at: <www.StopsLegcramps.com>

HEN SADDLES

EGG CArTONS
THE EGG CArTON STOrE. Modern service and
speed, old world quality and value. over 40 years of
egg packaging and marketing expertise! egg cartons
| Filler Flats | beautiful colored cartons | Poultry
Supplies. call for Great wholesale / pallet quantity
pricing! 866-333-1132. Free SHIPPInG on all cartons
and filler flats WWW.EGGCARTONSTORE.COM.

ELECTrONIC HOBBIES
W5SWL Electronics - Ham radio, 2-way, cb, Hobby
antenna connectors, electronic parts and accessories.
www.W5SWL.com

"Why We Live After Death", the Search for truth"
and more FrEE titles from Grail Forum, 786 Jones
road, Vestal, ny 13850, 1-800-205-7307 or www.
grailforum.com
tHe MIDnIGHt cry has sounded. the angel of
reVeLatIon 14:6 has come. Free literature. 800752-1507. <www.ccem1929.com>
rEJECTED? Divorce? remarriage? Free Book:
"What the Bible Really Teaches On Divorce & Remarriage" Write: LFCF, 27216 Ingel Rd., Brookfield, MO
64648. www.therightJesus.com.
WANT TO PUrCHASE minerals and other oil/gas
interests. Send details to: Po box 13557, Denver,
co 80201.
PIANO TUNING PAYS. Learn with american School
home-study course. tools included. 1-800-4979793.

CrAFTS/SUPPLIES
TANDY LEATHEr'S 252-page buyer's Guide of
leather, saddle and tack hardware, tools and much
more for leathercrafters and farm or ranch. It's free.
tandy Leather Dept. cSy, 1900 Se Loop 820, Ft.
Worth, tX 76140. <www.tandyLeather.com>

OF INTErEST TO ALL

POULTrY
HErBS
HErBALCOM bulk herbs, spices, supplements.
Quality at best prices. Free freight. Save at
<www.herbalcom.com> or 888-649-3931 for Free
catalog.
Organic Stevia, bulk herbs, spices, pure essential
oils, herbal teas, dehydrated vegetables, tinctures,
stevia plants. Free catalog. 800-753-9904. <www.
herbaladvantage.com> <www.healthyvillage.com>

MEALWOrMS

colored & White Meat broilers, layer chicks, turkeys,
lots more. Free catalog. Myers Poultry Farm, 966
ragers Hill rd., South Fork, Pa 15956. 814-539-7026.
<www.myerspoultry.com>
Day old ringneck Pheasant and chukar Partridge
chicks and eggs for sale april thru July. Family owned
and operated since 1967. call or write oakwood
Game Farm, Po box 274, Princeton, Mn 55371. 1-800328-6647. <www.oakwoodgamefarm.com>

America's Favorite
Poultry Magazine

FrEE
SOON Church/Government uniting, Supressing
"religious Liberty," enforcing "National Sunday
Law." be Informed! need mailing address only. tbSM,
box 99, Lenoir city, tn 37771. thebiblesaystruth@
yahoo.com, 1-888-211-1715.

GArDENING

backyardpoultry.
iamcountryside.com
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::

classifieds

Free catalog. baby chicks, ducks, geese, turkeys,
gamebirds, canadian Honkers, Wood ducks. eggs
to incubators. books/supplies. 800-720-1134.
Stromberg’s 4, Po box 400, Pine river, Mn 564740400. <www.strombergschickens.com>
ridgway's 96th year. chicks, ducklings, turkeys,
guineas, gamebirds, goslings, books and supplies. Visa/Mastercard/Discover. 800-323-3825.
www.ridgewayhatchery.com. Free catalog. ridgway
Hatchery, box 306, Larue 7, oH 43332.

SHEDS
Classic Sheds, LLC. eli Huston, ph 715-316-3607.
Wisconsin amish Quality stock or custom sheds
built to your needs, delivered and set up. Give us
a call today to get discuss what you need! Serving
Wisconsin area.

TOOLS

DucKLInGS, GoSLInGS, cornISH croSS
cHIcKS, GuIneaS, PHeaSantS, 35+ breeds.
Minimum shipment two birds, nationwide shipping.
year round hatching. Free color catalog: Metzer
Farms, 26000c old Stage, Gonzales, ca 93926,
800-424-7755. <www.metzerfarms.com.

CROSSCUT SAWS: SAW TOOLS, knives, firewood
cutting, people-powered tools. catalog, $1 u.S., $3
Foreign. crosscut Saw company, Po box 7878,
Seneca Falls, ny 13148. 315-568-5755. <www.
crosscutsaw.com>

POULTrY FEED

SCYTHE SUPPLY. european scythes. Free catalog.
P e r r y, M a i n e . < w w w. s c y t h e s u p p l y. c o m >
207-853-4750.

TrACTOrS
TrACTOr PArTS and more for older and antique
farm tractors. Free access to thousands of articles,

photos and technical info, plus our popular discussion
forums. <www.YesterdaysTractors.com>

WANTED
AUTOGrAPHS, BANNErS, POLITICAL PINS,
leathers, baseball cards, sports memorabilia wanted.
Highest prices paid. Write: Stan block, 128 cynthia
rd., newton, Ma 02459.

WOrMS
"Raising Earthworms for Profit" Illustrated manual
for successful growing and selling - $15. request
free brochure describing all our books. Shields
Publications, Po box 669-e, eagle river, WI 54521.
<www.wormbooks.com> 715-479-4810.
<www.GreenGregsWormFarm.com> bedrun
redworms–2,250/33, 5,000/$55, 10,000/$95,
20,000/$180. Postpaid-Fishing, composting, Gardening. Greg allison, 112 Stilwell Drive, toney, aL 35773.
"How to Guides" included. 256-859-5538.

WORMS EAT
MY GARBAGE
How to
Set Up &
Maintain
a Worm
Composting
System

POULTrY SUPPLIES

SAWMILLS
Saw your own lumber with a portable sawmill. Save
money and make money. From bandsaw blades to
sawmills we can help. call or email for your free catalog.
cooks Saw: 1-800-473-4804. www.cookssaw.com.

SEEDS/PLANTS/NUrSErIES
FAMOUS rArE SEED CATALOG: non-hybrid,
unpatented vegetables, herbs, tobaccos, medicinal
plants, perennials, Free catalog. Hudson Seeds,
box 337, La Honda, ca 94020-0337. <www.JLHudsonseeds.net>

To order call: 970-392-4419 or visit:

iamcountryside.com/shop
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Save Your Hay. Save Your Money.

BALE BUDDY

Safe, affordable, effective feeders for all
your hay feeding needs.
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SLOW BALE BUDD
Y
Small Mesh Slow Fe
eder. Made out of 10
0% soft, durable kn
nylon netting, with
otless
1 1/2 inch openings,
it eliminates waste
allowing your anim
wh
ile
als to graze at a mo
re natural speed, aid
digestion and allow
ing their
ing your hay to last
longer. Available in
and round bale sizes
all square
. *not for use with ho
rned or shod animals
*

One Year Warranty. www.bigbalebuddy.com
Direct order or inquiries: 866-389-9952
* retailer inquires always welcome *

With a Harvest Right home freeze dryer you can preserve fruits,
vegetables, meats, and even complete meals that will
stay fresh and retain flavor and nutrients for years.

Actual
freeze-dried food

1.800.639.9022
HarvestRight.com

